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PADUC),A1, KY., SATURDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 17, 1906,Register, Est. May, 11196.
Standard, Est. April, 0184
AFTER MARE
'City Wants Daasgesilings
uz cc,':.!
This Fellow:Now.-
JUDGE DECIDES, aty P
WILL HAVE TO =Et
.HUSIBASID PAYS WIFE
MAIIrfENANCE MONEY.
In the circuit court yesterday there
was anode a motion by the city for
. damages against Markie Worten, in
the injunction snit where Worten
seeks to get out of paying municipal
taxes due from him by the city.
Judge Reed decided that this case
wa, of the hind that the judge him-
self could not adjudge the defendant
damages, but this would have to be
sued for eiththe, injunction bond. In
order to prevent' the city from filing
I - the damage uit against him, Worten
executed zeutoosedeas. build, which
stays all ihnivemelits toward further
litigation in the Circuit court here,
LOOT NEW BANK 1FSGINEER AND FIAGMAN
RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCIDENT
, SAYS COONER'S JURY.HE, CHICAGO 
STOCKHOLDEr
C4ARGE PRESIDENT SlitTlk
WITH IRREGULARITIES.
Anichent Aggregating Several Hure-
dired TtipuOand Dollars Involved
1—Cciurt Appoints Receivers.
Chicago, Feb. 16.—The Bank of
America, incorporated last December
with a capital stock of $250,000, was
plac d in the hands of a receiver at
to o'clock last night by Judge Chit-
ram, of the superior court, on com-
plaint of Jdhet a Cavaraugla, one of
the stockholders.
'the bill asking for the receivership
bolds former Judge Abner Smith,
president, and three other officials
of the bank responsible for the in-
solvency of the institution.
In the few weeks since the opening
of the bank President Smith is
charged with having so manipulated
securities, mortgages and notes and
the stock of the bank that he has ob-
tained amounts aggregating $i46,000.
The other three officials who, in
connection with President
are held responsible for the iilleged
insolvency of the bank, are C. F.
Sorrow, vice president; Jerome V.
Pkrce, cashier, and F. S. Creelmun,
a stockholder and director.
It is charged against these officials
together with President Smith, that
they had absolute control the
until taeg, court of appeals passes on bank and it's funds.
the matter. Worteu ubjects • to pay- Long-standing Operations.
ing his taxes Ukc everybody else has
to pay. He seeks to restrain the
city from coinatellittif ffInt-to pay, but
Judge Reed decick4 against him: and
be *has takeea the matter to the ap-
pellate beleit.' Where " one party
gets out' an injunction suit against
another and loses the winning party
which is the city in this case, can
either sue the other for damages or
get the judge to assess the damages.
This case is the kind where suit has
to be brought, but now the suit can-
net be filea oy inc city against Wor-
ten moil after the court of appeals
passes on the tax suit, which none
have any doubt but what will defeat
!dance's desire for the second time
by sustaining Judge Reed.
There was filed the bill of evidence
and exceptions by defendant in sup-
port of its appeal, in the suit of Urey
Young against the Illinois Central
railroad. Young got an eye put out
while working in She boiler depart-
ment of the I. C. shops, and Law-
yers Hendrick, Miller & Marble got
a big judgment for him in the suit
they filed against the road that was
represented by Charley Wheeler, and
lost. The road now takes an appeal.
A piece of steel flew into the eye of
Young and destroyed the sight.
There is now being heard by the
court the suit of Rosa G. Robertson
-against Jessie Sebastian (Florence
Patton) for possession of West Court
sorest property that both are claim-
ing. •
The court ordered E. R. Dutt to
pay $45 per month to his wife, Em-
ma V. Dutt, to Maintain her while
there is pendingothe suit for divorce
he has against her in the court.
There woo,cootinued until the next
April tern p5, sourt • the case of
Mary E Roj€r4,teitecutrix of the
late SheriffilrolfrilRdgetaloatrainst the
county of opoopetancana ,she claims
much mg:boxy-Se doe :Per aote hus-
band's es4614 foam; the ?Minty as
commits 06' Icie4-
made whilt'll4 4;thieinehiffeee n. •
The aptielhOta oaahdote was
received and filed by the tocal cir-
cuit clerk i'ri-tut of the Pailitaah
••r
Towing compopgeogsneedian. Pr
dent
-Washington Trourance temp
the plaintiff is tesentliving coin
of Captain Ed Woolfolk, and
day in the MiesiSsippi river a b
rif theirs got damaged. They led
a policy in this defendant compeny
on the barge, bnit"elw.rompsnyl rea
fused to pay for the damage sein-
ed. Mr. Woolfolk sued In "the ,cir-
cuit court here and got judgment.
The company carried the litigation
to the appellate court, but there the'
captain got judgment again.
City Chocks.
Justice John J. Bleich, who it the
officiel clock nian or the city gov-
ernment hos finisfied repairing the
clock in the cuaralte, snot* .C*7 anall,
and again started same, after keeping
4t stopped far a few elays while the
repair work was being made. 'The
clock has not been neepinevery good
time, and this compelled the tender
spending quite a whili righting the
defects. It ie 4100/ Waddiag Prt7PcttY,
as is the clocks/cm the First Baptist
church
h.
, The operations of President South
aitd the .other -officials mentioned iii
the bill are said to have been begun
adore the bank opened for liminess.
Judge Smith is said then to have
borrowed money and placed it in the
treasury to deceive the state auditor
into believing that the stock had
been paid up.
President Smith was one of the
prime movers in the formation of the
bank, ` having subscribed for Venoms
of the stock.
In other to prevent, if possible, a
panic and a possible run on the
bank, it was decided to file the bill
for the appointment of a receiver
late tonight.
Charges Against Smith.
Among the specific charges
againit President Smith, are:
That before the bank was certified.
by the state auditor, the president
borrowed money and paid it into the
bank to cause the requisite amount
of stock subscribed for by Chem to
appear as. paid on the books, so thal
the full amount of money represent/
ed by the capital stock was on det
posit.
That immediately after the exam-
ination by the auditor and after the
bank had commenced to do business
Smith and others depleted the stock
by withdrawing the money they had
deposited in payment for the stock
subscribed by them. J '
That President Smith borrowed
$70,000 from the nank, giving in. re-
turn notes tient.: by his wife *and
brother-in-law, which are declated to
be of little value. 1
Worthless Mortgages/
That within a few weeks afte' the
bank opened for business Sipith se-
cured $62,500 from the hank for him-
self, giving in return mortgages' on
neat estate which are said to be in-
adequate as ectirity.
It is also alleged that President
Smith entered into a contract with
F. L. Cre-elman, a stockholder, by
ashioh the latter was- to subscribe to
2s0 shares of the sto'ck and was to be
permitted to withdraw $15o,000 from
the bank at any time lie wished.
Than it 'is ,stated in the hill, was
done and,. Ceeelmari has Withdrawn
nea.rly $26o,000. giving in exchange
deafts on other corporations he was
irterested.in.
, i bank had about $3ocr000 in
delip-iiita. of Which $25,000 was in
seviross accounts of working people.
Attorney Chrrence Darrow, who is
a etockholder, paid up, to der extent
of itt000 personally, has name to
the rescue of the savings depositors.
, savings depositors will be
paid In MI," said Attornv Darrow.
arilloksor ,.their books is they arc
presented at the bank. 11#- bank
*ill be opened in the morning under
charge of Receiver. Healy."
made
Massquorade Party,
Kiss Gertrude Voight entertained
a number of friends Thursday even-
ing at her home with a jharming
masquerade party, and a tffighly de-
lightful time was spent by all the
little folks, who, indtilged in many
games atot hugely enjoyed the &lien
ons refreshments served. During' the
assembly Master Nelson Broodfolat
captured the ttier for being the best
masked guest.
Yesterday mooting at 9 o'clock -train and continued doing so, but
Coroner Frank Ealeer 'held the in-
quest 'into' the death of Mrs. Joseph
Henley, of near the Union depot,
who died several days ago as the
result of injuries sustained two hours
before by falling from the I. C.
trestle, 600 feet north of the Unien
depot, inside the road yards.
The investigation into the death
developed the fact that the ladies
were not risfht behind Abe cabocsie The train . moved several car
when they went off the bridge, hist I lengths behare the worneu dis-
were walking beside the train . astd. appeared from the treetle, and sev-I
out on the cross ties that _project eral testified that if the enisineer had
far enough out from the side GE the stopped he oouLd have gotten the
trestle to permit of anyone pausing intinat.a staihdetill of ten feet, they
across the trestle while a traits is livery gain !0 slaw at the time. 
standingon the bridge. That is out Engineer McClure testified that
can cress's the bridge with a train whes he saw Abe Passenger train on
the Main tine at the Union depot he
e-w he would have te back and
ead into the side track so he could
t around the passenger pulling out
for Central City. alicClure says he
blew three times, a signal for the
flagman to give ham a "hocking flag,"
so alcClure proceeded to back any-
how. He said it was not necessary
al the yards to 'have a "backing sig-
nal" before an engineer backe& but
all the others testified the rigid
'rules prohibiting. backing unless sig-
naled to do so.
J. - L. Wellington, of Tilt Jackson
street, wae fireman of the train,
while Engineer McClure lives at
toot Jefferson street. Conductor
Wiliams was in charge..
On entering into the inquest the
jury viewed the remains of Mrs.
dienley at her home, and rhen re-
paired to the Union depot baggage
room wle• e the investigation was
conducted, there being more room in
the baggage quarter than in the
litime. After hearing all .the evi-
dence the jury rendered the follow-
ing . vet& t„, which place's the blame
upon the engineer apd flagman:
"Wc, the jurors, find that Mrs.
Henley came to her death by being
ikaocked off the road or trestle on
t'llie d. C. railroad through neglect of
. ,
standing thereon provided the ordi-
nary size box cars are in the train,
but the cause of the mishap in qtos-
tion was one of those with refriger-
ator cars that exteruted out a foot
or two over the projecting end of th
ties on which the ladies were walks:
lug at the time, and thiheby made it
impossible for them to safely get by.
Mr. Patterson, of lop Broadway,
the flagman on the train and he
s that when the freight stopped
right out on the trestle he was ,n
the caboose door while another man
named Evitts was in there riding up
tn the Union depot. Mrs. Henley
and Mrs. Prince walked up to. besi
the caboose and asked them if -th"
thought the train would stand stil
hinge enough for the ladieo to walk
along the edge of the ties projecting
out Over the structure and in this
oay get over the trestle ithile the
ears remained at a standstill. The
young man sitting ip there with Flag
man Patterson saidebe thought they
would have time to get over. At
this they started tripping along the
tie ends beside the train and on the
outside of the . rail. They had not
ventured out but a few feet when the
train commenced backing .slowly..
The ladies were in no danger as the
ordinary box cars were not wide
enough to touch them out on their
side of the trestle, but in the train
was a big refrigerator car so wide_
that no one could pass alongside the
trestle without being knocked off
when this car got to them. Flag-
man Patterson said he noticed this
big car coming toward the ladies in.
the moving traits, and realising
would knock them off, he wildly
ged Engineer McClure to atop the
McClure failed .to slap on the brakes
soon enough: Patterson said he
Was still di the caboose which
moved back is t4 balance of the
train did, and althotsgh he was con-
seemly looking at the womeo •'he
coold not tell whether Mrs. Henley
got frightened'. and jumped pulling
Mrs. Prince off, or whether the end
of the car brushed them off.
thf _iginis -4:4 "n and neer.
yesterday sfternooø* the remaias
°Lairs. Henley were anteroes1 akwit
GreoVe cemetery, while Wrs.
4,e4t;nties t,) get better at Riverside
•hosbital, but it will take several
week* for her to get well enough to
leave the institution.
Lawyer L. K. Taylor represented$c. fit nifty' at tbe inquest in delving' ti tlio full facts ot the case.
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COMPANY LOSES
ILLINOIS SUPREME COURT
SUSTAINS CITY'S CONTEN-
Tram ix SUIT.
Tolls to Suburbs Are Ordered Abol-
ished—Corporation to Pay Mil-
lions to 'City and People.
Chicago, Feb. I6.—The Chicago
Telephone company cannot exact an-
nual charges in excess of those pre-
scribed in the franchise granted Jan.
4, 1889, in accordance with la decision
rendered yesterday by the superior
court. The lower courts are direct-
ed. to issue orders for compliance
with the decision.
The full benefit of the decision to
the users Of telephone can not be
know.. definitely until the lower
courts enter the orders. It is ceptain
now, however, all of the subscribers-
eho have been paying $175 a year
for a telephone will not be compell-
ed to toy more than $125 hereafter.
The Engkwood business man who
'has been paying $125 annually for his
service will not be compelled to pay
to cents to talk with persons down-
town and the subscriber downtown
will not be charged toll when he
talks to the seventeen communities
inside the limits, for which privilege
a charge is now collected.
NCLE SAM PREPARING
TO PLAY LONE HAND
EVENT TAKES PLACE
TODAY AT NOON HOUR
Nick Got His tLicerise and Pennies
Matched See Who Pak!
for Paper.
led to air Hoyne, who prepared the
'brief. Mr. Hoyne said yesterejan
lafternoon that he believes the court'saction settles practically all of thecontroversies between the city, the
compare, AO.
1...1.e court held that the violatiOnt
PRESENTS MOST GORGEOUS
EVER tiZVEN A COUPLE
 the subscribers.
IN IMPENDING CHINA TROUBLE of the th abrogation franchise  of the not contract  w a rritantidt
the confiscation of the company's
rights, but practically directs the
company to abide by the interpreta-
tion of the franchise as laid down by
the city's attorneys.
Chicago. Feb. 16.—A dispatch to
the Inter Ocean from Washington,
says: Nearly 6,000 Americans
men, women and children are in
peril of death at the hands of Ohinese
mobs in the threatened uprising. To
rescue as many of these as possible
from danger and take drastic action
in every case where an American is
molested is the purpose of the presi-
dent, through the state, war and
navy departments.
• Activities in this direetiint
been going on for, weeks, bu,t ainhah
secrecy has necessarily been main-
tained. Aside from the known faet
that the Philippine forces have A-
re any been greatly augmented and
the Asiatic fteet increased, the state
department is keeping its program
secret.
-
Many Missionaries.
Of the total number of Americans
now is China, it is estimateel that
not less than 1.400 are engaged in
Christian nthsion work.
It is roughly estimated, that there
are aoo Americans engaged in com-
mercial pursnits China, all of
"Atom are victims of die boycott.
In addition to these it is estimated
that there are neoo other American,
in China in the employment of Chin-
ese merchantt and manufacturers,
who heretofore have been paid gool
wages, but who have been driven
from their employment by the anti-
American spirit.
l e. United States is acting alone.el:hely all the anti-foreign sentiment
in China is directed by Americeus.
a
There is some hostility to French and
German's, but none towards Japanese
or English.
All Benefitted.
All the countries named have been
hen' fitted by the boycott on Arneri-
call goods. Therefore, if Pekin i;
taken again as it was in the Boxer
uprising of goo, the feat is likely to
be accomplished by American sol-
diers, •
That •all preparations are being
made to meet the emergencies on a
scale commensurate with the task as
indicated by the unprecedented ac-
tivity at the various army posts and
munition factorieh.
MORNING BLAZE
One Howie Destroyed and Tsai Oth-
ers Damaged on Hayes Avenue.
Yesterday morning about 4:30
ohloeic fire lyr out in the home of
hfoaroe Me , at 317 Hayes ave-
nue, in Mechanicsburg, and com-
pletely destrot the place together
with much of " fernishinto. the
Vale originated through a defective
Cue and ignitert the 'houses of D. D.
Sills and J. F . Tacker, standing on
each aide of the Morning. homestead.
The depertments saved the two oth-
ers from -total destruction, but they
were partially booted, as were the
contents. The total toes is about
$doo. Will Taylor owns the house
occupied by Mannind, and John
Moore the others.
With a majority of 243 votes
Georgetown carried the election
favoring water-works bond issue of
$m 5,00o.
GOOD REPOIIT
'Washington, 11. C., Feb, 16.—Alt
the world loves a lover and all Wash-
ington is excited over the coming
wedding of Mass Roosevelt and Con-
gressman Longworth.
Tomorrow at noon the brilliant
event will take place in the White
Heotne. Yesterday Mr. Longworth
secured the license for the wedding.
Accompannot by seven members of
his wedding party he went to the City
'Hall and securpd the precious docu-
ment. The party reached the City
Hall shortly after the office . of the
clerk of the supreme court for the'
day, but were admitten, by Deputy
Clerk William F. Lemmon.
It was not 'necessary for him to
tell the clerk •hiebusiness for that was
apparent. Whhe his "moral suppott"
just behind him sprang jokes at his
expense he solemnly answered the
questions put to him by the clerk be-
hind the counter.
Matched Pennies.
While MT. Lonoworth was busy
answering the questions propounded
by the clerk, the members of the
party continued their joking. One of
them suggested that he he allowoel to
pay for the license. Another sug-
gested matching pennies for the privi-
lege. This met with the approval of
the crowd. After the pennies had
HARRY JOHNSTON REPORTED
GRAND LODGE MEETING
TO BEAVERS
During the meeting of the Beavers
last evening at their lodge room on
North Fourth street Mr. Harry
G. Jobnston delivered his report of
the recent national gathering held in
Birmingham. Ala., by delegates
from over the United States. He
went aa the representative of the Pa-
docalt dam, or lodge, and his state-
ment showed a very enthusiastic and
flourishing organization existed, the
Birmingham assemblage being par-
ticipated in by several hundred dele-
*ales from respective subordinate
bodies over the country.
The toes' lodge will not buy its rs-
galia until there report, the com-
mittee selected by the national dam
I todecide what character of parapher-
nalia snail be adopted. It is the de-
sire of the lodges the country over
let every subordinate body to have
paraphernalia just like that used by
the toners. This will make the out-
fits uniform everywhere. During
the Birmingham gathering a com-
mittee was selected from the national
body to decide upon regalia to be
used everywhere and then notity.ev-
ery saaordinate lodge of their *elec-
tions. Until the local lodge get,
notice of what is done by the na-
tional committee, the Paducahans
will utilize some regalia they hay!
gotten • temporarily for the n•eds.
ALL IS READY
1001••••••••
For Roosevelt - Longwortk
Wedding Today.
City Will Receive Much.
The company, it is also certain,
will he compelled to pay compensa-
tion on the business done withal the
entire city instead of the territory
bounded by Thirty-ninth street, West
ern avenue and North avenue. The
city claims tads compensation will
amount to between $35o,000 and
$5cionoo.
Assistant Corporation Counsel Mc-
clay Hoyne estimates 6poo subscrib-
ers have been paying $175 a yeor for
at least three yore. That means
goec0000 a year lost to the company,
or a total- of %memo Allowing for
the natural inarease in the business
the decision mean* at least a losing
of $roco,000 to the company and an been m
atelied four times, the odd
annual loss of perhaps $4emasiola or 
man _dropping out each time, it was
Decision Is Opportune.
. -' - - - - t fonnd that Quincy Adam's Shaw, JO.
.More.
The decision at this time, when the 
r.lest. The loser laughingly pail
4
matter (d *SS and iidiallssiosi ot slit -. wttat why be termed a pansha
N dollar saw the Presents.
company's franchise is pending be view was held yesterday afternoon at
fore a counsel committee, is oppot- the White House When Mrs. Rome-
tune ant! important. Until the men
of do city law department have had ladies of the cabinet, ladies of the
velt and Miss Roosevelt received the
an opportunity to read the opinion dipksnaefie 'crops and some of the
deoffithaiete 
court they
.of i‘tsthe betonetve oaf 
opreobontahl. 
who
friend: e rien 
given 
caialriceiwrcloesf
the ed:ct. Corporation Counsel Lew-
is gave all of the credit for the de- Miss Roosevelt has received. A daz-
the wonderful collection of presents
cision so far as Isis office is concern- sling array' met the _eye' of the se-
lected !test,- -FierYthing. that the jew-
eler's art can fashion was there in
glittering array, necklaces and other
wgraatnc411. was1.1-13:1_ One of these was fr'nodittflis. Mall;::
--
silver 
eattntdalytofic-par_ebcriaocu_so:s.t:lineT,si
a Queen's ransom, and _ the table
designs, 'There wer no less than
•jotenty-four 'aeons, two of them tail
ta closk, and at. !cast. fits.
Edward :McLean, son of Ntr. and
Mks. John R. hacLean. . It is set on
the back, efridn a star sapphire set
round vsialead. . nds, and is fastened 
10.5
Fo
by a corsage , 0 of a star sap-
phire, surrou aid with diamonds. .
The handsomest piece. of jewelry
the bride received it a necklace from
Mts. Nicholas Longworth, the
groom's loather. It is a string oi
rubies' on hither side of villa+ is a
string of pearls. This Miss Rooie-
velt has decided to .wear when she
dons her going'-away gown, and says
had the gown trimmed with red id
order that it may harritoniz math the
necklace. •
To very handsome mirrors set id
wrought silver'frames for the dress-
ing table were among the collection.
One was froth Senator - and Mrs.
Foraker.
Representative Sherleo of LAMA-
vi t, was one of those who gave a
traveling hag filled with toilet ar-
ticles. gold-mounted. •
. There are hundreds of other valu-
able presents? It is estimated the
'number may teach •4.000, dith a value
of $toonotto.
Flew Mail Agent.
Mr. W. P. Reberts, of Mairray,
has been elaced as extra mail agent
on the N., C. & St. I.. passenger
trains running out of this city. He
has been running from Nashvilk to
Louisville, but is transferred to the
run out of here Wee to help the
regular agents who find so much.
mail going in and out that they
cannot handle some properly . bg
themselves. Ageht Roberts ricass
not go all the, wily through to Mem-
phis, but leaves here hi the morning
and getting off at Jackson, Tenn.,
retuins here that ' night with the
agent on the return run..
1
1
MORE SUITS
THREE MORE ACTIONS FILED
AGAINST DR. GAR-
BER.
Wilson Drug Company Paid Up and
Whiskey House Withdrew Suit—
Lawyer Ross Returned.
Several additional suits were filed
yesterday in the magisterial court of
Jfuseice Charles Emery against Dr. J.
B. Garber, the veterinary surgeon,
who the day before was sued by the
Rebkopf Buggy company. Yesterday
Dr. J. R. Coleman sued the surgeon
for $25 claimed due on a note, Lang
Bros. sued hint for $14.25 claimed
due for drugs, while Himmel Bros.
sued him_ for $25 claimed due for in-
surance. All got attachments for the
horse, buggy aud harness of the
veterinarian, this outfit being the
same that Rchkopf levied on,
Whiskey Suit Settled.
The Wilson drug company, of
South Second. neal Kentucky avenue,
yesterday paid the $197 due Friedman
& Keilor for liquor, and there was
then dismissed the suit the latter had
brought in the circuit court against
the drug concern for enforcement of
collection.
Lawyer Back.
Attorney J. S. Ross, of the firm of
Crice & Ross, yesterday morning re-
turned from Memphis, Tenn., where
he has been several days on legal
business connected with an important
piece of litigation.
Mr. Ross says he never saw any-
thing like it before, the manner in
which people of that surrounding sec-
tion are going wild over the mam-
moth "Ben }fur" theatrical produc-
tion at Memphis. ' He says that
. every train coming into the city is
crowded with hundreds of visitors
drawn there by the performance
which has been given every afternoon
and again each night for the past
week. The house was packed every
performance he was there.
Return from Hopkinsville.
Messrs. nann Clark and Henry E.
Thompson yesterday morning at 4
o'clock returned from Hopkinsville
where they took Tommie Loftus the
eccentric old man who was ordered
confined in that institution, by the
circuit court jury that tried him here
Thursday morning for lunacy. They
had a little trouble with Tommie who
wanted to whip about too negroes
who laughed at 'him. Finally though
they got him to the asylum all right
and he will doubtless be loept there
lnot to his dying day, as he has been
released many times, but to be sent
back again shortly, so the authori-
ties will probably keep him there for
a long while. . .
••••
'DOC' WENTTO JAIL
DR. ADAM HELD TO GRAND
JURY FOR CUTTING
SHELBY.
Ernest Beckelheimer Got Pretty
Heavy Doses for His Conduct at
Brother's Home.
•For putting on his "little stunt" out
at Ninth and Kentucky avenue sev-
eral mornings ago, Dr. E. J. Adams,
of West Tennessee, was yesterday
'held over to the circuit grand jury iniGOES AFTER PRISONER
$300 bond for cutting Walter Shelby, CHARGED GRAVE CRIME
,bartener.e et ,Wacknall's salon, in
the "Red Light- district of that sec-
Atoll. The "doe" did not have the
coin to put up for his bond, there-
fore went to jail.
Ernest 13eckelheimer was fined $30
and costs for raising the disturbance
out at the home of his brother, who
fives with Flagman 'Gibson, of the
Tennessee street crossing for the I.
C. Beckelheimer was then in addition
fined $25 and sent to jail for ten days
for carrying concealed weapons.
Walter Smith alias "Worry" Smith,
colored, was fined $20a and costs. for
trying to shoot his sweetheart, Enetra
Mclinight, negress, out at tors South
Eleventh street, as result of a jealous
quarrel. The man was then given an
additional fine of $50 and sent to jail
for twenty days for .carrying con-
cealed weapons.
John Britton was fined $5 and costs
for the riding in a hack of Harry
Anderson. colored, and then refusing
to pay the cabfarc.
There was set for next Wednesday
the warrant charging George Good-
men with keeping his jug and bottle
liquor house open last Sunday and
selling whiskey in violation of the
Sabbath 'clOsing laws.
ALEXANDER LEGLER, JR., IS DRAGGING PAINS?
SAID TO HAVE MURDERED
BROTHER.
FIENDISH CRIME 1
When He Did Not Die Poisonous
Powder Is Alleged to Have
Been: f Administered .
New York, Feb. 16.—Accused of
having . nestrelteesteks*is brother, Carl,
fOr the purpose of obtaining life in-
surance rheifieir-tainotteting to 43,000,
Alexander slc,e4ler,;.ie.., was arriigned
it: court in" jeretY 'City today. The
examination.of the prisoner was post
poised, however, until next Saturday,
at the riteptiegt of Chief of Police Mur
phy, Who desired time to get togeth-
er his witnesses.' The case is one of
the inoeteeieswor*nary in the police
annals of Jersey City. In explaining
the case to- the - cuurt, Chief Murphy
said that ...the .oeisoner. was suspected
of bavinra.qiiu' ,I3eUeine over his
brother c 11*,... ra( Having set 'him
it was.1),O,Le1f,F, ;Zen Legler saw
and added thatatice settil 1g
Hs br l Wilt A9t.Apccumb to his
injuries . ektiee ,tilse yictim's death
by adrni4Sterifig„ ,tonle powder, pre-
sumably' of" I' polio:m(1m nature. The
police alln9),Ince.tA-. it)16, will endea-
ot .axl
vor to 19ve,N tlee ily exhumed by
the auth ities
er it W'ae 
tlge'ss.hjeY, Ga., whith-
t*Iseglei- soon after
this brother:S"'leleth...
. .:
Carl Leglere,death occurred on
Decemb0 le,- 15ye 4a' after he was
found ablake iii.hjsoom at a board-
ing house in SIrmst Avenue, where
he lived wit It Alexander. His death
was repOtted'as*cidental, and Chief
Murphy 'dPi'd, not' learn of the case
until last triday.. He began an in-
vestigation, Willeicits resulted in Alex-
ander Legler's arrest last night.
JUDGE BACK
HERE ONLY FEW HOURS AND
RESUME MAKING HEARTS
• HAPPY.
Judge R. T. Lightfoot has returned
from Frankfort where he has been
for the past",week on business. Yes-
terday morning Ala his office at the
county courthoilee' he united in mar-
riage Miss Bettba 'Sullen, aged 21
and Akta Harris, aged a8 of Marion,
Ill. They:came over here in the
morning and (- Awned home yester-
day afternoor
( It
- -PlOsaly Serld.
Property, !yin :n the Norton addi-
lion to ths eiax4sas been sold by
Charles T. Trvecipairt Of R. H. Mc-
Guire fiir..$44, ,and the deed filed
for record-seesterjees with the county
r, • •
John Williamson, Sr., transferred
to H. F..Xesili fog' $4.000 and other
consideratioas,s.properte occupied Iv
Wiliamsosee .sesipbetispe yards on the
Wlest side .4;•Xhir4 between Broad-
way and jklerSSilif ssstreet. E. C.
Foster bezeigistr froep-W. W. Buchanan
for $170, proper.ty..on. the Blandville
road in'the
L. D. ers..-el to Ed Price for
$175 pro,Reftx. 114„eyOse vil le.
.••••••••=ffila
• "Ireng-tItcgaises,
The meentsitelof ltie county super-
visors' boird ?Illo'ire helping Mr.
Wes. Byrd §ount the raises made by
the superyi4toite fieheve they can have
their tigures•testif•Tbi this afternoon,
hut canno ict"-'teft.
Claim
Chief McNutt Succeeds in Running
Down Walter Howard at Car-
, - bOndele.
Chief of Police t. 11. McNutt, of
Mayfield. has. gone to Carbondale,
Ill., after Walter Howard, a young
white man who is alleged to be
wanted in Ballard county on the
charge of attemtited criminal assault
1on a young lady. McNutt has 
been
working on the ease ever since it
happened last summer and at several
times thought he had landed the
young man hut .always failed.
I There is a: nice reward for the capt
ure of the young man and the May-
field officer \vill.glet the larger por-
tion of it: !Thè. ts”sie of the young
lady whom' 11,,Osegatd is alleged to
have made tik,if tempted charge on
is unknowe...tctr CIAO McNutt, hut
she has ma .4elatidee in the Fancy
Farm se4, i n' est Graves 'county,
where she 44eed. The fatIcer of
Howard icLis s3 lives near Isowee.
DEATtIVeBOMB THROWERS
4••••••••••••11.
Odesea,4Aeb. 14.—General Kaul-
bats, gOvifflor general of Odessa, to-
day issued' a proclamation declaring
tbat everyone attempting to kill of
All patties hoRtIttg claims against killing an official by means -of ex-
estate of Emily Graham, are di- plosives, arms or otherwise or who
reed to Present them to the under- i; found in possession of deadly im-
signed, properly certified to, else piements will henceforth be con-
they will be barred, according to law.; denined to capital putvishotnent with-
CrtAS, T. GRAHAM, Adm'r. ,out inquiry or trial. The proclama-
tion covers the 'governments of Kher
The Daiiy Register, sbn and Odessa, inclusive of Restitten-
leireek. Ya.'ripterinollav and the Crimea.
•.
Notice
only roc. a
I 
i ng `w` lo mh abd ,c,1 rag tiensgivt3rasi nmsnanila fyatlel -s
Read
of Sherwood, Tenn. "My health
This was bad and I could hardly do my
work. Cardui cured me."
Women suffer agonies from pains of which men have no comprehension. One of
these is that awful, bearing-down or dragging pain, which so often, in some women, forms
a part of the monthly sickness, and in others continues from month to month, week to week,
day to day, till death itself would often be welcomed as a relief. What does it mean? It
means, probably, that your wfornb, is bent, twisted, turned inside out, or falling down, as a
result of a certain weakness of those muscular fibers, which are supposed to keep it straight
and hold it in place. It means, that if you do not take immediate steps to cure this trouble
you may become an invalid for life. It means, that you must lose no time, but go for relief
and cure, to the one medicine which will be sure to benefit and cure you, as it has bene-
fited and cured a million other happy, rejoicing women, viz:
WRITE US
A LETT=
freely and frankly, in strictest confidence, Wing
us all your symptoms and troubles. We send
free advice (in plain sealed envelope) how to are
theta. Address: Ladies' Advisory Dept., The
Chattanooga Medictoe C.., Chattanooga, Ti.
WIVES FALL OUT
WI" CARDUltafis Of
LAST OF MONEY
MRS. HESSIG NO, 1, HAS MRS. SUPERINTENDENT BILLING-
HESSIG NO. 3, AR-
RESTED.
Former Came From New York and
Claims Divorced Husband Does
Not Care for Children.
More trouble stems to be pushing
its way into the Hessig family which
has been upon the stage of life for
the past year or two in this city.
Yesterday Mrs. Essie Hessig, wife
No. 3, was arrested at the instance
oi Mrs. A. J. Hessig, wife No. t,
who is in the city from New York.
The trial comes up before Judge
Sanders this morning in the police
court.
'Some eight or nine years aril,
Hessig and his first wife ‘eparated.
and she returned to her home in New
York, where they lived a long while
before coming here. She got a di-
vorce and afterwards the physician
married again. This: wife died last
summer and several weeks thereafter
the ohysician took untci himself wife
No. 3 in the person of Miss Essie
Graham.
Mrs. A. J. Ilees4c, wife No. t,
arrived in the city the first of this
week and is stopping with Mrs.
Catt.erine Hessig, mother of Dr.
Hessig, who resides in a home ad-
joining that of her son. Wife No.
t claims that her divorced husband
is not properly caring for their chil-
dren, and several nights ago quite a
racket was indulged in at the Hessig
apartments. Wife No. i now pro-
cures a warrant for No. 3 charging
her with using obscene and abusive
language during the 'heat of an ar-
gument.
When a man tries to drown trou-
bles on his way home, he always
finds them sitting and grinning on
hi doostep, like (freewheel cats.
TON GETS LAST OF STATE
FUND.
Today He Will Receive Reports
Shcwing How Many of the
County Schools Have
Closed.
Today Supt. Samuel J. Billington.
of. the county public schools, will re-
ceive reports from the teachers of
the county districts, showing 'bow
many of the county schools beve
brought their present terms to a
close.
He will get these statements %Creel
the teachers come in for their pay,
the superintendent having yesterday
received the check front the state
Superintendent of public instruction
at Frankfort, Ky. The check calls
for $2,127, and this is the last money
due for this term from the state
fund by the rural schools.
The county educational institutions
do not continue but for a six months
term, as the country boys and girls
are needed upon the farms to a.sist
in the work and this will not a:low
them to remain at their studies for
Mile months as enjoyed by the city
children. Already a large menber
of the country buildings have closed
for the winter, and the balance will
do likewise by the first or midd!e of.
next month.
Superintendent :Billington went to
Frankfort week before last in the in-
terest of the state normal college
bill before the legislature, and lie is
very hopeful of something very ad-
vantageous being inaugt. rat ed
through this medium, if the measure
is adopted.
Those who get into society can't
rub the price-mark off the adm:ssion
ticket.
a
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAI
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE FUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE SriALL SU:d OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO
rIAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARA SELLING AT 6 CENTS Pi_
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY xVse PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5e, roc, 15c, we
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL RINDS, ALL PRICES
TO StilT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVII.ABLis CIII-
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS PO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. .ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFEC7S AN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINN
OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING. PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS.AND BUILDING AN DROOFINO
PAPERS. ZALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES-AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
CsIVR YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
Corner 3rd &-Kentucky Ave.
SCANDAL TO BE AVOIDED
qmmelI=I=MP
In the meantime the countess bill
of complaint is being prepared, but
Paris, Feb. 14.—Count Boni de ha-stot yet been filed, as the form
Castellane had a long conference will depend upon the pending con-
with his lawyers of the countess, his fercnces over financial affairs. If
wife. This was one of several meet- these are satisfactorily adjust° 1. the
countess' bill of complaint is likely
to be materially =Allied so as to
contain only incompatibility or other
grounds within the statute, but avoid-
ing allegations of a scandalous na-
ture.
ings at which the two parties con-
cerned have carfully gone over the
financial features of the case with
the view of determining the exact
form of the future procedure and ulti-
mate decree.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH. KV
MAIM,  [NNW & CO.
INA
....The Largest Fortune....
Is made up of single dollars
Open an account today
at this bank and
lay the found-
ation for
...YOUR FORTUNE...
You can start for $1. We pay four
: : : per cent. compound interest : : :
MECHANICS
and
FARMERS
SAVINGS BANK,
--227--
Broadway,
EDGAR W. WHIT'rEMORE,
REAL &TATE AGENCY'
MDUCAH REAL. ESTsie'r'ss. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM E.A.Se
INIONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
TY.D601 at W. WYSITTEMOILL. Parkikosts ism
.44414+0,444444/444.44444+4H4044s.44444.4.44+114-1.4.s.444144
Jr! E. COULSON,
...PLUMBING...
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 52.0 BroadwAy.
*pt.! PIO .04.+Ii* +444+14++++ ift 4444+44 ++4. 4+++++-1-* +.11. 1-114111
Zaat=====
WHEN AND WHERE
TO WORSHIP SUNDAY
tintilione week fromp TrOW
will Mr. Charles Smith, h new
president of the, Evangelical,eharch
• congregation, be installed.
chosen to fill out the unexpi
e Was
d por-
tion of the term of the late eorge
R.Peks who tilled that place during
Wit„ Toinorrow morning Rev. Wil-
hiam Bourquin will preach on "Wake
Up" 'while at the evening hour his
theme will be "Sunbeams In a Cold-
i Month." At the morning service the
i'S children's chorus will assist in tilesiuging.
a
ring rdan.• 
---eiv*
Sunday scho'sil vices
amnion will be conducted
sa. morning at the First-
%church.
and cam-
tomorrow
Christian
Trimble Street Methodist,
Rev W. W. Armstrong, of
Trimbie street Methodist church,
fill his pulpit tennorrnw mooting
•evening.
the
will
and
First Baptist Church.
Tomorrow services be con-
. ddcted at the usual 'hoar in the First
Baptist church. The ministers are
as yet undecided whether to bring the
revival to a close, tomorrow. or not.
Tenth Street Christian.
Tomorrow morning Rev; D: W.
Bass, of the Tenth street Christian
church, fills his pulpit, but be has
not yet selected his subject. For the
evening hour he will speak on' "Saul
01 Tarsus."
Second Baptist.
Rev. E. H. Cunningham, of the
Second Baptist church, has not yet
decided on his topic for .tomorrow
yenning, but at the evening hour
▪ the thame will be "The Wrath of
God To' Those Who Resist the
Truth."
German Lutheran.
Tomorrow morning Rev. Men, of
'the German Lutheran church, on
South Fourth street, will preach in
the German language, while at the
evening hour his discourse will he in
the English language, and "Holy
Baptism" the subject.
Hold Conference,
This morning Rev. J. I). Blackard.
presiding elder. will .go to Wright's
Chapel. Graves county, to hold Ms
first quarterly conference of the year.
He will preaoh this morning there,
while in the afternoon the confer-
ence will be conducted. Basket din-
ner will be served at that place today.
Mission Services.
This afternoon at 2:30 o'clock Sun-
day school services will be held in
the Methodist mission, on West Ten-
nessee street, while an hour there-
after preaching will he held. At three
o'clock in the afternoon Sunday
Nebel)) services will be held at the
North Twelfth street Baptist mis-
sion.
Bishop Arrives Today,
This evening Bishop Woodcock. of
Louisville. will arrive here to con-
duct the mission or revival that will
be held next week at Grace Episcopal
church. Huge arrangements have
been made for the gatherings that
will be presided over by the bishop,
with assistance of Rector David C.
Wright, of the congregation. To-
morrow morning at the usual hour
the bishop preaehei, but no services
will be held in the afternoon. Wor-
ship occurs then again tomorrow
-night. During the days of next
week services will be held at 9 o'clock
in the morning, 3 o'clock in the after-
noon, and 7:30 o'clock at night. A
cordial invitation is extended 'he en-
tire indilic to attend these gather,
ings,
First Presbyterian.
Rev. J. L. Stuart, of Hong Chow.
-China, will tomorrow morning and
evening fill ,the pulpit' at the First
Presbyterian church, preaching .each
hour on "The Outlook of China."
Rey. Stuart has been a missionary for
thirty years in that distant land for
the Presbyterian denomination, and
Ise and his wife are both now here
visitini their son; Dr. David. T.
Stitert. Theis( other son ielftiser * 
ister and missionary, and while here
eighteen months ago he filled this
pulpit. The experience of Rev.
Stuart, Sr., puts him in position to
talk instructively and entertainingly
upon that foreign len 1 and he will
be greeted by a mammoth congrega-
tion. •
moments ise:areiliately•aaer the morn
ing service.
Third Street Methodist,.
"The •Constraining- Love of Chirst"
will be tomorrow morning's topic for
Rev. Peter Fields at the Third street
Methodist church, while at the -even-
ing hour the will speak on "The De-
cietfulness of Sin."
Right after the First Baptist church
revival •stops Rev. Fields will start a
protracted meeting at the Third
street church. If the Baptist gather-
ing closes tomorrow the Third street
ae• coaae. S .
while if the former continues Rev.
Feilds bolds himself in readiness to
start one week after the close of the
other. He 'has the plans for their
new church on South Fifth, near
Jackson streets, nearly completed,-
and within the next week or two, bids
will be opened from the contractors
submitting figures showing what they
will construct the structure for. Rev.
fields think e they will be able to get
in their new home by late in the sum-
mer.
Kentucky Young Men's
Christian . Association.
The twenty-eighth annual conven-
tion of the Kentucky Young Men's
Christian associations will meet in
Lexington Next Thursday, Feb. 22nd,
and continue through Sunday, the
25th. A most excellent program has
been prepared and speakers from
many parts of the country are ex-
pected. All of the night sessions and
frost of the day sessions will be
held in Broadway Christian church,
although the convention's headquar-
ters will be the beautiful i -w associa-
tion building.
The convention will be 'called to
order at 2:30 on Thursday afternoon
by Mr. John L. Amsden. of Ver-
sailles, president of the last conven-
tion. After the appointment of the
proper committees, Dr. E. C. Dam-Ran.
of the Southern Baptist Seminary,
will speak on the subject, "Our
'Selves." This is one of a series of
four addresses he will give during the
convention, the others being. "Our
Allegiance," "Our Opportunity" and
"Om Helper."
At 5:30 on Thursday evening, the
delegates will be given a reception
and banquet in the gymnasium of the
association building, with F. C. Nune-
macher, of Louisville, toastmaster.
Fully goo delegates wil! sit down to
this banquet, and it is always a very*
joyous feature of the convention.
fassibly no stronger speaker will
he present than Dr. Ira Landrith, of
Nashville, Tenn. He will address the
convention on Thursday night on the
subject, "The Young Man and the
Commonwealth."
All of the day sessions on Friday
will be for taa discussion and solu-
tion of some of the prominent
questions confronting the association
movement in its several departments.
There will be a building movement
institute conducted by I. E. Brown,
,state secretary of Illinois; a discus-
sion of the "Responsibility of Mem-
bership in the association" by Mr.
Geo. T. Coxhead, general secretary
of the St. Louis associations; and an
address by M. W. Dillon, of Chi-
cago, on "The Investment of a Life."
The entire afternoon will be devoted,
to section conferences of the city,
railroad, student and county depart-
ments, each discussion the current
problems in their work and then
some one special libelee of its future
development.
The P.aday night session will be
of special importance and interest, as
two of the strongest speakers will
pretielft two important themes, one
being the work among the young
men in foreign lands, and the other
the work among the young men in
NKentucky. and our elation to each.
Mr. E. T. Colton, one of the strong-
est speakers among 'he secretarial,
force of the international committee
in New York City, will speak on the
subject, "A Worldi Without a -Foreign
Land;" and- Rev. Frank M. Thomas.
of Owensboro, will speak on "Our
Kentucky lainnes."
The Saturday morning .session is
always a very interesting one, be-
cause it deals with the extension of
the association work by tft state
committee. At this session Presi-
dent F. W. Hinitt, D. D., of Central
university, Danville, will speak on
"The Associations' Opportunity ai
Kentucky." Follwing this will come
the convention business session.
The gymnastic and athletic contest,
in the association. •gymniiiiim on
I Saturday afternoon, will undoubtedlyj prow a source of pleasure to all, and
Broadway Methodist, increase the general interest in physi-
Rev. T. J.. Newell, pastor of the cal culture.
Boa'dway Bethadist church, will be: At the Saturday night session, an
in 'Ma pulpit for both serVices on address will be made by Clayton S.
the Sabbath, morning and evening. Cooper, of New York City, his sub-
His subject for the morning sermon ject being "The Study of the Eng-
is "The Attitude of the Church To- lish Bible Among. North American
wardi the World." At the evening College Men." This address will be
eereice his subject will be "The, followed' by one of the most 'unique
Method of Divine Judgment—"}e features of the convention--"The
jtudgeth, Not After the Manner lof Gospel Ralilroad Trainl.'—when the
Men." I railroad delegates will represent dif-
The Sunday School is openee at ferent callings in railroad service and
9:30 o'clock and the Pastor desires give brief addreasea.
vey much the Presence of every The closing day of the convention,
teacher. Sunday, will be th4 busiest of all.
A call meeting of the board of Beginning with an Rap o'clock "Fel-
stewards will be Well for a —few, lowship Service," the delegates will
44.1.4.114•••••••
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be given an inmetus for the day.
At It o'clock the visiting speakers
will occupy the pulpits of the various
churches. In the afternoon there
will be three services at 3 o'clock, one
for men only, at the opera house, in
charge of Ma. L. A. Coulter, state
secretary of Virginia; one for boys,
in Curry Hall, to he in charge of B.
W. Godfrey, secretary state com-
mittee; and one 'for women in the
First Presbyterin church.
At night at 6:30 Evangelis'ic ser-
vices will be held in the churches,
these to be under the auspices of the
Young Peopks' rocieties and ad-
dressed by one of the visiting speak-
ers.
The Farewell service will be held in
Broadway Cheatian church, begin-
ning at 7:45 o'clock. At this meeting
an adress will be made'hy President
J. C. Acheson, Caldwell College, Dan-
ville, his subject to be "The Young
Men of the Kentucky Mountains."
(2•:: of :.:Ic ai.a.anctive and promin-
ent features of this convention will
be the music. The singing will be in
charge of E. WI •Peck, Minnesota,
and he will be aaeieted by the inter-
national association quartet, the Cov-
ington 'Glee Club, the Atiel Male
quartet, and the Louisville Boys' or-
chestra. A brief song serv ce will
precede each session.
Mechanicsburg Christian.
Tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
o'clock Sunday school services will
be conducted at the new Christian
church in Mechanicsburg. Mr. C.
M. Clark is the superintendent, and
they ace gradually getting things in
proper order, the Sunday school
having been organized only a few
weeks ago.
FINE VOID
It It Is Imposed on the Sabbath
Day
Springfield, Ill., Feb. ts.—A. pe-
culiar case is on trial in the county
court. Dominick Spardoni, of River-
ton, is suing W. A. Jones, a justice
of the peace, to recover a fine and
costs paid by shim for violating the
game law in hunting without a li-
cense. The peculiar feature is that
Spardonimplas-eded guilty when he %vas
brought before the justice, but he
claims that the judgment was illegal
because it was entered on Sunday
The decision in the case will be
watched with interest.
GET THIS BEAUTIFUL
COLORED PICTURE FREE
Splendid Reproduction, in Sixteen
Tints, of a Celebrated Painting.
Every person who sends one dol-
lar to pay for a year's subscription to
the Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis, alio., and Farm Progress, will
receive, absolutely 'free, a beautiful
colored picture, 24 by 32 inches in
dimensions, entitled "The Departure
of the Bride from the Home of
Washington." This picture is a
direct reproduction from the cele-
brated painting by Ferris. Sixteen
colors were. employed in the process.
It is made on a fine, heavy paper, and
will make, when framed and hung,
a magnificent ornament for the home,
it possesses an uncommon interest to
every American, as the central figure
in it is George Washington, standing
at the portal of his Virginia home,
bidding adieu to 'he bride and bridge-
groom The color work is highly or-
nate and correct in every detail, as
are the character representations,
costumes, etc.
The Twice-a-Week Republic is the
oldest and best semi-weekly family
paper in the country, and Farm Prog.
ress, which is also published by The
Republic, is :he fastest-growing farm
monthly in America. Remember.
that you get both of these splendid
journals an entire year, and the beau-
tiful big colored picture, all for only
one dollar.
Present subscribers may take a,4
vantage of this offer, by sending a
dollar and having their time market
up a year. The Republic hereby
gives notice that this offer rsay be
withdrawn at any time, and those
who wisa the pictute should •send in
subscriptions at once.
Remit by post...9ece or . express
money order, registered ietter u:
bank draft. Do not send personal
hecks. Write names and addresses
plainly, and address,
SU BSC RI PTI ON D EPA RT,M ENT,
The Republic, St. Louis, Mo.
Located Quite Satisfactorily,
(Kansas City Journal.)
Old Bill Misskimnions remarked to
Tom Prendergast as he sat down
gingerly on one edge of a dry goods
box: "Tom, did you ever see a go:
&tin boil just where you wanted it?"
"V:s." said Tom, "the one on you
is exactly all right for me."
Reason enough—"Now, then, Tom-
my," said the teacher, "is it right to
say 'the winter went? ",
"No'm!" yelled Tommy promptly.
',Ali! and aghy not?" -
" 'Cause fryer di,: the foist thing
yer know along would come a bliz-
zard an' native yer out a liar."--Phila-
delphia Press.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC,
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THR
WEAK AND SICKLY ,TO PER-
FECT HEALTH.
FOP SALE AT ALL DRIK
STORES.
In connection with the best Foun-
tain servic-, Zach Hayes has added
a fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for magnifi-
cent Ice Cream. Don't forget
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BitOADWAY
TEL 756
'NexttolWashingDishes
The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
severs?, fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-
duce Unless, of course, you own a
Hot. Water or Steam System
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
rooms. Estimates free
Ed D. Hannan
Both Phones act. 132 South Fourth St., 3as Kentucky Avenue.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Bele --
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
ops- mtwfo.ty).sylfimmyz.fAtiAm
IMPORTANT ra`ti.S14:•001z0
86666
066s5
158t
MOM
It Ls poor economy to have g
your watch repaired by the
CHEAP man.
You want FIRST CLAS3
work at Reasonable prices.
We fill the bill exactly.
J. L. WOLFF
Jeweler
WrikM•Wref/MirSaFwiig/*''11._
S. P. POOL. ,
Asmara +4•111MIIMIUMMINIMIlilisliS
L. 0. STEPHENSON..
PAMTCAll UNDERTAKING CO.
.UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
BOTH PHONES-,. 203-205 S. THIRD ST.
NO. I IQ PADUCAH, KY.
t 
THE .G fig:TANK TRUST CO„
QL-Parlue-sth, Kentucky,
Cili$1,c41.:403) Surplus $155l000
itsra. ••••••.11•••••=0.41.
•
ED P. NOBLE, $E8'' 0. W, ROBERTSON. V. PRIM
.44griilaq CULIN CASHIER.
raveasf
Transacis sflregmifar b g business.. Solicits yout deposits, pays if
• sg s a is
per cent per annum oft.,SL9F efftificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in firs
01 S'tt .tlot 5114.4. cc' iy poise crie.
key and no ritie •Inti4intitself;has access. -
Subscribaor The Register
Exrggt ACCOUNTANT
ForrAuditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Sippleg Methods. Apply to
JOHN-1D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
sommosszalimmiimpimorsomme 1.11+1M7` 7-7 7.7 T' -tor:o2na
OVED1OUR ELECTRICAL AND
il3 N. FOURTH ST.
Foreman Bros, Novelty Co
PHONES 757 Incorporated.
I
.First-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
'Prices Reasonable,
J J. Bleich,
224 Broadway, 4-- PADUCAH, KY.
We
TO ANY
Offer $50.00 Reward
PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH REPAIRED BY US
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY.
We make this offer not only to insure that we are not only the CHEAP-
EST, but the BEST Watchmakers and Manufacturing Jewelers in Padu-
cah.
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with 20 year case for Sea.
Credit to those who warn" it
SATISFACTION GUARNITEED OR MONEY REFUNDED
LOOK AT OUR wmiDow DISPLAY FOR MORE BARGAINS.
REPAIRING DEPARTMENT,
....We pride oureetvii"Ifi this department, which turns out our work,
promptness, BEST OT WORKMANSHIP and at prices which defy
competition. We inike't specialty in repairing Fine French Clocks,
and English HAI' ehtO•Tio'Cks Clicks called for and delivered at
• . 
,r.s'
your request_ We' do Gold and Silver plating at short notice and short
prices. Diamond's relit tvthile you wait. We will take in exchange for
any purchase any 6.6:0 0Lb and SILVER which you have no use
for, giving you Itillt,nialiCet.`.e.?lue for same, which is about the same as
giving you New 'boo ro-vvd Goods.
•„,*.• • 
WATCH GLASSEirlitItEvIN OUR OPENING, TO ALL WATCHES
LEFT TO RIDPAilt4 AT THESE REDUCED PRICES FOR
30 DAYS's'ONE/r.
Watches cleaned , 7x4mitted 
N 
IOC up 
sw Mainapritel, ladt °Welly 
75c up Watch Hands 
toc up.
New Case or Haittifprititt 
75c up Watch Glasses  
75c up Watch Keys sc.
New Jewels, whole.oetwovet• 50c 111).
•• no• •
We are the cheapest its Watch and Jewelry repairing in Paducah. All
work .i.guara:t,secal:fCietZ1 year. Highest price paid for Old Gold and
Silver. 
•
A. 
po
71. ••••• LLOC K
Watch Wier, itanufactur ing Jeweler and Optician.
NEW PHONt; 6v BROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY.
Ciedit to those who need it.
, ,,••••• 
-7 7 sy•
THE REGISTER principles, tenets and institutions. Asit matters now stand, with intelligent
end patriotic people, it is not a Ques-
tion of party, but of men. The
problem is very simple indeed---iright
or wrieutp—honest or dishonest men
—a manor party that would steal an
election would steal anything else.
When a great paper like the Louis-
eille cottrier-Journal gets up osi its
444'kef! end howls for party, bit or
Miss, •sinic or swim, right or. wrong,
"toys we are wid you," it lets slip
a ' golden opportunity to render' its
party, its state and its country a
glorious iservice. The , crowd that
may applaud its .pasAtiten, are of the
character that bears no stabililty of
purpose other than greed for eases
— 
 
and for the dollar, while on the
other hand' it alienates that elernant
which it is pkased to denominate in-
telligent and patriotic 
people.. It 'has never been our pleasure to
' teen see MP. VVetterson, -.the ctis
„gnu:shed editor of that newspaper.
but who, however, within the past
year or two has written but little for
the paper and then upon subjects
foreign to conditions at Louisville
and Frankfort, politically, excepting
a very few instances, yet we are sat-
isfied from what we do know of his
ability and well-earned fame, that he
cannot be in full sympathy with the
erratic policy of the Courier-Journal
in the last decade, and that if the
policy was so shaped as to harmon-
ize with his ideas and views, that his
paper would rank as one of the lead-
ing papers of America, and that he
would dose his life by leaving an
imprint upon the journalism of the
world that would endure even 'down
to generations to come. Even as it
is, Mr. Watterson has carved for
himself a place in fame's temple, but
we cannot reconcile many things we
have noticed in that newspaper with
our ideas of the man. We may be
mistaken in our view of the matter,
as outlined above, but we are not
mistaken when we say that many in-
olligent and patriotic people do not
irdorse the policy of the Courier-
Journal in its attitude on politics in
Louisville and in Renaucky.
PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.,,
(Incorporated)
At Register Building, 513 Broadway..
JAMES E. WILHItLM, ."-teident.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
Out Yarir
$iz$ODthS,...
Three Meade 
One 'Week
$.9)
3.45
. se
tailing to receive this paper
should report the matter to
office at once. Tele-
phc4 Cumberland 3111.
Saturday Morning, Feb."- i, igo6.
The Courier-Journars Policy.
It is refreshing to find the follow-
ing paragraph on the editorial page
of 4e Louisville Courier-Journal:
"lliere appears to be entirely too
muck disposition among the repub-
licai4 at Washington and among the
de rats at Fran4cfort blindly to
stand by what they call "the party,'
whetter right or wrong. A party is
not worth standing by when it is
wrotat, and the number of intelligent
and atriotie people in this eountry
who hold that view and act upon -it
is already very large, and is daily
increasing."
AS our Lobisville contemporary is
convinced that the intelligent and
patriotic people are on the increase it
i, to be 'hoped that it will fall in
line with the people and no longer
stand for the wroligs done by either
party, whether it be the democrats
at Frankfort and Louisville, or by
the Republicans at Washington.
Politics make queer bedfellows, and
that saying is exemplified by the po-
sition, at times, of every paper in
Louisville. Each one seems always
ready to get into the band wagon,
and when ,he gets one leg over the
side, the other fellow tries to pull
him back, and whichever one does
land in the wagon the other fellow
begins to throw bricks at 'him. The
press in Louisville is divided on al-
most every proposition and seems to
Chink the other fellow will get a
handout. Politics in Louisville and
Frankfort
not attract
people, and
Chicago Telephone Company Loses.
The Chicago Telephone company
took 'the bit in its teeth some time
ago and began charging its sub-
scribers rates in excess of thbse
stipulated in the. franchise, and a suit
on the question was carried througih
the courts and now the supreme
are of such a nature as to court of Illinois has decided adversely
intelligent and patriotic to the company arid it must return
we fear that the attitude about $1,5oo.000 to its subscribers
of some of the Louisville papers is
eesponsible for abuse conditions
more than anythig else.
In catering to that element in pol-
itics. which believes that crimes with-
in the party is all right on the
grounds that the other side would do
equally ea:'bild ic lacr,the chance,
may gain, tee good eilehf that Ele-
ment for ,tee -time -brow but one for-
feits, the roe/race oft 'thee intelligent
and patriotic people who do much
quiet. thinking. The Courier
-Journal
truly says4 plety is teat worth
standing Jg when it is wrong," but
what good.does et-.do to say those
things4an4 elbeineas, tang bY that party
upon;;•the tfikk.'taS 'between dern-I
oeratk 'r4Pci1s and republican ras-
cals,, we prefer the democratic ras-
h-res." That mayeleceeete idea and
convictione•of smite nevetpapers, butii that is indulged to .beetli people as
well, the democratic rascals in dem-
ocratic states and cities, and the re-
publican rascals In republican states
end cities would steal everything
they could lay their, bands upon.
But The Register .has'a different way
of looking at those things and thatis to condemn the wrpng whereverit may appear; this we regard as the
only intelligent and patriotic view to
take of such matters. If tele demo-
cratic party perpetrates wrongs, the
Then who do the work are not demo-
crats except in name only, and their
very work will do more to destroy
and wreck the party than all the as-
saults the republican party may
make upon it. For, as the Courier-
Journal says, the intelligent and pa-lriotic people -who ...bold the view
that a party is not worth standingby when it 's wrong, is increasing.It were better to unite and sweep
from office all who do wrong, irre-
spective of politics, and in that way
serves notice that honest men
honest methods are of prime neces-
eity to obtain the votes of intelligent
and patriotic people, and whey that
conviction is haustitered into the head•of the politician it will no longer he
a question of men, but of 'part
• •
and the city of Chicago, and an an-
neal loss of $400,000 from its present
income.
The Chicago concern, like the East
Tennessee Telephone company
thought itself bigger than the people
or the city and run their bluff until
haled before the courts where it
lost its case. What Paducah ehould
do in the local controversy is to go
into the courts and force the East
Tennessee Telephone company to
cemply with the demands of the city.
The old Iliseff about law suits is get-
ting 'stale and as we 'have heretofore
retnalked, the city can afford it just
. s
as well as •tie telephone company,
tr'cl. should the courts- ephold the
city's contention the telephone com-
pany will find that, like the Chicago
concern, it made a mietake in think-
ing it was bigger than the people.
business meths are not .abexte sue-
picion. This is republican doctrine
siinple and plue, but thanks to the
intelligence of the people. they wil
insist on conducting their own pub-
lic affairs and property, and when,
perchance, they elect men to office•
who are, not capable of performing
the duties for whieb they were elect-
ed, or who prove traitors ao the
trust reposed in them, the -people
will at once put them out 1st pffice
end try to get men- free hem cor-
porate control and influences_ Such
rot as that which appears in the Sun
but ehows tha• never to be an enemy
to the people and the servile organ
of corporate interests.
As an indication of how the idea
of municipal ownership is rtepreded
by the people, attention is caned to
the fact that at a special election
Thursday in Clinton, Mo., a
town of over 5,000 people, on the
question of issuing $too,coo worth of
bonds for a new water and light
plant the proposition carried by
about Soo to eo, or for every vote
against municipal ownership there
were twenty votes cast for it. Priv-
ate corporations are now furnishing
the water and light, but the city will
erect new plants of its own.
A special from Washington is au-
thority for the statements that for
the first time in a quarter of a cen-
tury, at least, there is no railroad
lobby in The capital during a session
of congress. The absence of 'that
corrupt body, it is said, is due to the
influence of the newspapers that have
given so much publicity to the pre -
posed railroad legislation. In this
instance the great power of the
i; once more made manifest.
press
Ohicago is about the swiftest spot
on the globe. In December a new
bank was organized with A quarter
of a million dollars capital, and .n
less than .eight weeks it is in the
hands of a receiver. The fact of the
business is, it was busted before it
began business.
The Louisville Water Works.
(Louisville Post.)
The city should resume control ofthe water company. The commis-
sioners should be three., appointed bythe mayor for four years, and copefirmed by the board of aid
Poliairol influence ,p004‘ be
ated. The filter should le fini
Water rates should be reduced.
Economies should be introduced.
All contracts with city officers shouldbe annulled, and a property worth
ten or twelve millions should return
some revenue to the etto manoest
The owners of this property are
the citizens of Louisville, and they
will not patiently see a new device,born of necessity, adopted for the
purpose of Iceeong them out of con-trol for another generation.
HEAD IN THE CHAIR
FILIBUSTER TO DEATH
THE COUNTY UNIT BILL
Park Commission Bill to Be Favor-
ably Reported—Child Labor Bill
to Come Up Monday.
FOUR NEW DEMOCRATIC
SENATORIAL DISTRICT3
Frankfort, Ky., Feb. 16.—Repre-An Enemy to the People. sentativr L. P. Head, of Paducah,
The Paducah Sun rises to remark presided over' the house session to-
day, weaker Lawrence having been"The people of Louisville art to be incapacitated for several days. Mr.pitied when their water company 
'Head was a gook speaker, so Idsfills into the hands of the politicians, I friends say at least.
Another fight was precipated overWhich it will do when the •new bill
the county unit hill today, tryangetopasses." According te) that view iff itst• 'hi Out of the Orders of the day,the case a republican form of govern- but it failed by one vote to carry.men( is a farce. If the pe.ople can- It is believed the ball will be filibust-not entrust
a water Or light plant whieh
may own why then should their oth-
er public affairs such as streets, fire
and phlice departments, bnildinga,
iaxatien and legislation be turned
over to the politicians? Who is it
that can do better by the people?
Is it the president at Washington,
or the postmaster at Padtica.h eogeeh-
er with a lot of corporation capital-
ists who prey upon the public for
4aluable franchises that enriches the
select few Who if they 'had the
would wring from
the people, through
far greater number
power
eta of
oly, a
'ban any public grafter could ever I Paduach Sunday. ' •steal before he was caught and land-
ed in the penitentiary. According Musk in Plano.
to the corporation the people are not Miss Lucy Brackard will teach
three or four mere pupils at $4.01',Enable of governing their affairs. .ptir month.. . Latest methods. Oldbut shoilld rely upon men 'whose phone 1437. 
_
to their Atepresentatives i ered to, death. , 
.
they 1 The home cornimittee on intiniCipa - 0ities reported the park conrmtissibu'n
I
bill favoratly. This •affects Paducah'. 6
The ',con,' class city amenduresne 0
are in the senate and will come up 0in due time. 
.. . .
The house and 'senate committees
will both report the child labor corn-
promise bill Monday, favorable. The
efforts of Messrs. Head, Senator
Charlton and Geo. Walters, of Padu-
cah, had a great oeal to do with this
I ill and is beniewil tin- bill -will pass.
The Redwine redistricting trill
creating four new Democratic sena-
torial district* passed the home to-
the pock- day. Representative Head will likely
a monop-
I
occupy the chair on Monday and
Tuesday.of dollars 
Representative Head will be in
-
4; •
ELECTRICIAN
i00KENTUCKY INSURANCE COM-
PANIES 'ICNDORSE
HIM
City Clocks Have Been Placed in
First Class Condition by
Joint Bleich.
Yeeterday morning Mr. C. C. Rose,
consmissioner here for the Kentucky
board of fire underwriters, received a
letter from Secretary Claude Snyder
vOserein the latter stated that the
suite board reossasended Mi.:11.' 0.
Everts for the position of city elec-
trician of this place: This probably
means that Everts will be .-ek-cted
permanently for the _position which
tic is now hoicking temporarily, ,until
there is chosen the successor of W.
J. Gilsdorf, witi..resiirned the position
to become inspector and rate maker
for the fire insaranee companies do-
ing ben:Mess in this state under head
of the Kentucky Underwriters. The
city authorities here generally choose
whoever the insurance secretary rec-
canmenda, as it was at the instance of
the companies that the office was
created.
The electrion of the successor to
Mr. Gilsidenf will take place shortly
in the legislative boards of the city.
Have Puryear, of Abstract Com-
pany, examine title to your property.
New Register building.
Fine lettuce for sale; tender, crisp
and cheap. Oak Grove greenhouse.
Porteous Bros.
CAN'T COME OUT
MAJOR GEORGE SAUNDERS
STILL CONFINED AT
MAYFIELD,
Little Girl of L. P. Kore Painfully
Burned, as Was Mother of
Mac D. Ferguson.
Word yesterday from
was that Major Georke W.
continued to improve at that city
but would not be able to leave his
lime for several weeks yet, as his
.:vanced age an1 debilitated condi-
tion seemed to retard the rapid heal-
ing of his amputated limb that had
eo eee cut off after he accidentally
shot himself. lie expects to come to
thin city on business just as soon
as he can get out and hie teeny
friends will be glad to see him. but
regret his visit brings him in such
a permantly crippled condition.
Chid Burned.
'the four-year-old girloif Ace. stint-
ant L. P. Kore, of tile Deno's Cen-
tral freight department here, is suf-
fering from painful 'burns caused by
her getting her arm againt the red
hot stove in her home at 6to North
Sixth street. The flesh was burned
to the bone on the arm and' hand
also.
Mother Burned.
Than. Mac D. Ferguson passed
through here last evening en route to
his 'home near LaCenter, in Ballard
county, down on the Cairo dirision
of the Illinois Central railroad. His
mother a day or two ago turned a
stove over on her at that place an4
her clothing, igniting she was pain-'
fully burned. She is ales.
Ferguson, widow of the late lareented
minister, veho was one of • ibesf
known men in this section of the
sate. She is about 65 years of age.
'Mr. Ferguson had been in Franke
fort attending the session of the
state railroad commission, of which
ee is a member.
Operator Takes Place.
Mr. Pat Atkinson, the telegrapt
operator, is preparing to go to Cle-
burne, Texas, to take a responsible
place in the office of Chief Dispatch-
er Clifford, of the Santa Fe road at
that place. Mr. Atkinson is just
recovering from a long siege with
pneumonia, and when thoroughly
well, departs for Cleburne. He is
the son-in-law of Colonel Bud Dale,
of the New Richmond, and was the
I. C. agent at Barlow before being
taken ill.
O 0000000 o
KENTUCKY NEWS ITEMS. 0
O 0000000
Half of the session of the legisla-
ture nas passed.
To solicit laundry in Winchester
requires a license.
Angora goats used to clean the
timber land about Kuttawe.
rflhere's a balance of $1,722.50 in the
'Itenderson city treasury.
Raising a fend of 45.1300 for a Y.
M. C. A. building at Henderson.
Many farmers finished plowing for
corn -before the cold weather arrived.
Richmond city officials visited Peri!
to get pointers on how to . run a
mole] town, .
Mayor O'Brien, of Paris, 'against
issuing license to. restratrrant adjoin-
ing saloon_
It is said 98 ster cent. of Men-cock
county tobecco growers favor a re-
duction of acreage.
,
_
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BASEBALL.
O oot• o o o
There will be no trouble to, obtain,
a manager for the "Hipleeni" accorelei
ing to the applications pouring in to
Circuit Ckrk More, who is represent?'
ing President Potter of the tesiction
company in this matter.
Mr. Mbre stateCeie qicf.ahMorning
Star Saturday eight that la
responding with G. W. Miles;
Springfield, Ohio, who Oat-anima
put in a team" to repret Mattoon-
Charleston which ise)1 Ankh one, tw.9,
three in the witty fcagutçaece
For Wioninitte pennajzt 4l.eswjnts
a salary of • p'S f
second place an4r11104b10.
says iii bah dee...Fuer*,
them in on short notice
hal written Miles fo.r,alurther guar-
ail tee.
••• •John Berryhill; ven ›o...tainilAtAbektit 
4iiff
Lebanon, Ind., tesnelast
/engin pleyer . is binng'
Serryhilf is well known., to,
fans as a Capable playmppoik
manager. He is a strict Ataciplip6-
ries.
'William WIllis, who pitched or.
Kentwoexe Ind, here lask.seaspnr, i;
another applicant for managerghin-
Willie is a southpaw.
Last but not least comes J. R. Wil-
kinson of Champaign, catcher and
manager who was with Vincennes of
last season's Kitty league. Wilkinson
ie known as a scrappy. aggressive
player. and if there is no mistake in
identities is a 'brother of "Happy
Jack" Wilkinson who caught for Mat-
toon's champs in the old days.
Correspondence is being begun
with other men and a choice will be
made of the one who has the best
reputation, shows the best string of
players and guarantees the best re-
sults.—Mlattoon Star.
W. T. Everett, the crack outfielder,
for Ottumwa in the Iowa state
league, wants to sign with Mat-
toon-Charleston He is not reserved
by Ottumwa and will go there for
$125 a month and expenses. Ile will
coach a college team at Davidson,
. I
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Hien* Ow 4181‘ for weGed-head
Ftirtrzittute.
Buy anything and sell everything.
11111•330 Court street. Old phone itsit
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
1111•MIENIIIM, • 
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.N. C. until April Pc. Everett played Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and a.with the Mattoon Regulars at the Columbia Building.close of the season two year; ago and
Phone oat-- -Red.made a great hit.
The Princeton Democrat blowee
all last season about what its team
would do to Paducah. It alnweit
Ma % ield equalled Farnbaker fer "hot air" and
Saul ler: the young sportme writer ef .that
sheet ,knew more about baseball than
anybody in the league, so he thought.
Paducah finished on top and Prince-
ton fought for last place. Here is the
latest pipe drea n:
"A gathering the fans will he had
at the office of J. L. Fulling in the
court house Friday night and it is
to be hoped that a good ettendance
will be present. There is no reason
why Princeton cannot 'have an inde
pendent team this season that will
skin every team in this section. in-
cluding Vincennee in the new edition
of the "Kitty." The public in general
is invited to he present an boost
the base ball proposition along"
LABOR CARNIVAL
EXECUTIVE, COMMITTEE TO
MEET AGAIN TOMORROW
MORNING.
Paducah Carnival Association May
Give Street Fair Down in Busi-
ness Part This Year.
.Tomorrova morning at 9 o'clock a
meeting will be 'held by the com-
mittee selected ,by Central Labor
body fcA. the purpose of preparing
for the carnival to be given' this
spring by the organized unions of
Paducah. Mr. George Walters is
chairman of the arrangements com-
mittee that has selected a number of
sub-einntnitteto from their body for
the purpose of making the respective
preparations. Now al tomorrow s
session resorts from these sub-bodies
will be heard, showing what they
have accomplished.
The cobsnrittee has received a num-
her of propositions from aggregations
to furbish the different attractions,
but they will not let their contract
until sometime next montle,,at wbic
time they win alsoeelect the date.
The organized bodies hail* made
such great successes in the past with
their Labor Day festivities the first I
Mionday in September, -.that .titcy Mel
now going to try their hand with
carnivals zed promise one of the
Most attractive and first clams affairs
of this nature, ever ghee In the city.
Mrs E. L. Whiteedes,
OSTEOPATH
6o3' 2 Broadway.
Phones, old 143i New, 76!.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE '30 NORTH nrrn
TEL/WHOM=
liblaidence age Office ssg
•••••••••••-•
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law.
Roma 13 and re Columbia Building,
Old Phone Tog.
May Be Street Fair.
The Paducah Carnival association,
which has been conducting these
affairs, for about six years past, TA
give it* *tumid event this spring, but
insttrof of being an enclosed carnival
out about 'Twelfth and. Trimble
streets, where it has been 'for sev-
eral years past, they may give a
"street fair" like they did about three
years ago, at which time the differ-
ent shows were stationedt at each,
street 'corner down in, the business
part of town. That kept the thous-
ands down in the contimercial dis-
tricts and made business much better
for the merchants. They are think-
ing of doing that this spring, butt
'have not yet fully decided.
Henry's Aseptic
Cream for
Chaps
Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped face lips
and hands Wintry winds dry
up the natural moisture
ih. skin Henry's Aseptic
Cream is a skin food that sup-
plies just the right blood moist-
ure that is needed to make your
chapped skin soft and pliable.
Made of the purest ingredients,
It is neither sticky nor greasy.
J. N. Oehlschlaeger
OMT1 0 GIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TSUI/PHONE 63.
A14••••
EDISON
STANDARD
'PHONOGRAPH
Will bring pleasure lg., your
home during the long winter
avanings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and hear them Then you'll
lafealt one. Big selection of
• records.
Warren-& Warren'
Jewelers
403 Broadwa
e.li
•
r %cr.
CS ''.7ieveral clues but they resulted m mows ANDSHOT1nothing being discovered,
L1011 SUGGS ARRESTED
CHARGE OVER ELEVFAr.a
YEARS OLD. _
A '40,
George Brown, Csdertairlpiarged
With Seeding From uSiju
Delivery Wagon...40SM $w'
stzt ersie34; ad•
thew
Yesterday at . no Dellietives
Melee sad tither *reseed Lige
Sue* colored, ifshoi.yeale ettTrned over
to ifsberiff Tidwelk 'lei Charlotte,
Tense, and carried becle'horne ius
nsediseely. He is weadfirlifflkief-?“
the charge of shooting at
marshal over seven years
It_ oesena that Suggs wet wanted
on the errergeaof selling Wthialleey with-
'' out license at Charlotte and one da
when the marshal went ft
bin Suggs took a Oho;
with a ehtingun whc
jured the mars'hal. -Sang itipped
out and came hes‘
since resided. Theo
located Sun, be• e ancf Yesterday
morning Sheriff TI came in
search of him. Re_ind Detectiyes
Moore and Baker Afoit441 die and in-
side of an hour located, their game
at Sowell's Mill id 'Mechanicsburg,.
where Suggs has- beeg-working. He
agreed to go back without requisition
ay morning she and her son had apapers and in ' dee afftsanoon was tight at the Ozmont home, on Fourthcarried away by the sheriff. 
and Norton streets, and the lad gave
his mother quite a whipping. TheExciting Chase for Brown.
Yesterday afternoon Detective Wil-
fiam Baker found at John Ward's
saloon on Second and Kentucky
• avenue, George Brown, colored, who
is wanted on the charge oi stealing
clothes from.' the Wallerstein deny-
try wagon. The negro broke from
the detective while loo'"ng around
in that vicinity for his alleged aCC0171:-
plice. Earl Howell, but after a lively
chime mem retaptured anound be-
tween the tobacco NSarelloticoes on
Jefferson near First street.
The colored delivery boy of Wel-
krstein's clothing house was out
tarrying around packages about three
week - ago, and while in a Washing-
ton street house delivering a bundle,
it is claimed that Brodn and Howell,
both colored, sneaked two suits of
,clothing out of the vehicle, one being
-4hat bought by Dr. H. P. Sights, and
the other by some other party. The
two suits were worth together about
$43. Detectives Mhore and Baker
found where Brown had left one suit
at the home of hissweetheat in Boyd
trealley on the North side of town. It
was recovered, but the other, together
with Howell, is still missing.
Yesterday the detective located
Brown at the Ward saloon, and put
_him under arrest. , The officer then
asked where Howell was and
Brown claimed he wa around in
some of the saloops of that vicinity.
They started looking for the other.
and when coming out of the Bradley
saloon, Brown made a, dash for the
iron swinging doors. and took one
off the hinges in flying through, mak-
ing his escape. He started down the
avenue to First, and then up the lat-
ter thoroughfare towards Jefferson,
with there right behind him Detec-
t** Baker...wito tired several timcsbut
t4er negro never slid Stop. As thelay neared First and Jefferson the
'detective from afar yelled to several
men at the corner to stop him, and
lifter chasing the fleeing darky up to
alley betweeti the Warehouses on
"JeSerson, one of the men captured
the negro who showed fight, but was
beat into stibnrission.
ampae000
Carried Gun.
Louis Matthews, colored, was ar-
rested at Ninth and Vs'ashington
streets yesterday by Officers Senser
and Matlock, and locked up on the
charge of carrying concealed
Weapons.
Ole 84;4. •
An old greehaired man of about
65 years of age w-al.. arested at
Fourth and. Broadway ftif evening
. about 8 o'clock by Officers Johnetell
filed 'Hessian and locked up. fle!re-
fused 19 give his name, and leibile
walking 'along Broadway WS ftelstry
jag carried hint to the sidewalk every
few feel; he being utildfleffiflirriterrlY
carry the load.
Strew Cows.
Jr 'ar Cook, of 621 Ohio street, yes-
terday notified the irkce.
spotted notify cow hak top:ri
hie yard, and while thrre 
giyen:bg
.
to a calf. Mr. Cook in ladling Art,
them hut would dike f* the *weer to
call and get the animals, ,
Cannot A—7—tteil  1411i "11/Ilhe negro woman assaulted by
George Dosicr, colored/
 
fiCV,f,ral
nights ago, is stilq irthe city ptal
and probefiilitiee are she will not We
able to atiknd police commit today
when the wirrant ageiust her assail-
ant comes up. Thi, will necetieitAte
another continuance,
Fruitless Search.
The cl-ue* being wnrked .of.1 by the
feljte have proven fritif5kettaopee4ee
4,...rde identity of the party .wiltd mur-
dered Burns Garner ilst
 titiday
morning and threw his, into the
;The detectives have tut clown
Harvey Safe Blowing.
Word from Harvey, Marshall
county, it; that Merchant Ivey has as
tat received nothing from the auth-
Orities over the country, leading to-
ward* capture of the parties who
itlew up his safe last week and stole
ny valuables.
Swift. Arrested
Riley Swift, white,' was yesterday
eerested by Officers Senser and Mete
ka on tht charge of wilfully neglect-
istg_ Mb little ihildren under ,fourteen
ighto °Ver.. He aril be arraigded,
*die, thfs morning. He
• "'fit' get* employed by Al,
"kintiaity, sod it So
• IR _family td woo-
ofiiera his atten-;Joe lt
-;;,-
410:edi 
WindOw-
rewo ago a bullet went
-
the'Vainclow of the
.•
.atiger home, • 1107
41FiF.tt; Sikt Officer Cross was
W .ineestigate . the cause.
diseovened boys Valentine night
Oltie playing pranks by rittering door-
is in that neighborhood when .to
tfirtit Sway Mb's.' Richard Suth-
erland, of across the street, shot in
the air, but the bullet went low and
through the Ciehfichlaeger window.
4•11=•••••••••
Mrs. Sweeney Again.
The police are having more trouble
with Mrs. Eliz-a Sweeney, the unfor-
tunate woman who has been arrested
so many times for getting beastly
drunk, and with whom the auborities
can do nothing reformative. Yester-
police want to do something with herbut it means that is impossible, as
no good comes from anything they
resort to. She was not ,arrested yes-
terday, neither was her boy, but the
officials have determined to effect
something at all hazards. but don't
know what it will be. Just anything
to get rid of her or make her do
better.
Howard Landed.
Marshal Charles H. MeNutt. of the
Mayfield police, arrived here. yester-day from Murphysboro, Ill., where he
carried Walter Iloward, white, -want-
ed down in Ballard county, this state,
op the charge of criminally assault-ing a young woman. The marshal
comes back after requisition papers
that will be ordered from the gov-
ernor. The marshal will be here un-
til this afternoon, when he goes to
Mayfield to await the documents, and
then go over after his man.
'Howard's father lives near I.owesin Graves county, and although his
alleged victim lives in Ballard, she
has many relatives aroun' Fancy
Farm, Graves county. The marshal
;has been looking for the young manfor several weeks, and finally located
'him over at Carbondale, Ill., where
tthe marshal went and had him ar-
rested. Howard agreed to come back
without requisition papers, but the
marshal deemed the documents advis-
able, so took the accused to Murphys-
boro,sw.here he was lodged in jail, 0
be held until Officer McNutt can get
the papers and go back after him.
Disorder at Theatre.
Disorderly conduct of several
parties at The Kentucky last • vening
caused !several arrests by the patrol-
men, Officers Long and Churchhill
arrested Latan I.uttrell and James
Dookn,- both young white fellows,
about twenty years of age. Luttrell-
claims Doolin 'was imposing on theformers little brother, when Luttrell
knocked Doolin down. Doolin was
tut s'igltly in the shoulder, but both
the boys claim they do nct know who
did it, Luttrell claiming he did not.
They executed bond for their •••ippear-
ance.
Noble Boatwright was arrested and
locked up by Officers Johnson and
Hessian on the chage of pulling
the hat off the head of his brother's
wife in the balcony at the playhouse,
as result of a disagreement they had.
He is charged with being ilrunk and
disorderly.
VOTES BONDS
• Id, '
CLIETON, MO,, TO BUILD ITS
011ArN WATER AND LIGHT
I.;
Proposition Carries By the Enormous
Rate of Twenty to One—Service
by Private Company UM.
satisfactory.
PLANT.
.—At a spec-trt e eht on Thnreday Clinton voted
'fsir oittet'shfp by a good ma-
The ipreiposition to issue $70,000bends for the new water works car-
ried by 790 to 39, and to issue $30,-
coo bootie for an electric light plantby 790 to 34- •
Present light and water service irfurnished by a consolidated company.
company's franchise expires this
The service and rates of the priv-
ate cotenares have been so unsatis-factory e'hat the city will now try
municipal ownership.,
ORPHAN'S HOME
-.aeon
THIS WILL BE. DISCUSSED BY
RED MEN DURING MONTH
OF MARCH.
The Greet. Council ip "coaldort Next
May Win Decide Whether to
Inoinatin Rome or Not.
•. •
Last evening at the rneethisrof the
Red Mien the fourth Friday night 'in
March was set as the • tittle forleing.
and earnest debates upon
tion as to whether the Padocideldillite..'
shell !instruct its delegate' .40 `lbe"
Great Council to vote in .favt*'"tff the
torKentuctsekycioecorder,or, widows
slishiante *rya 'home
itans
.
of deceased members. The 'different
lodges over the state are considering
the •question, w;hich witt be settled -at
the ensuing gathering of the great
council, and probabilities are that the
local order will sanction the move-
ment.
At the last gathering of the great
et:Mined of Kletttulcky there wasbrought up the question of nueintain-ing a home to care for those left bydeceased members. For some.
 pointthe matter was taken to the supreme
council of the United States, but has
never ben fully settled. Now the
proposition has been submitted to ev
cry lodge in this commonwealth,
with directions that instructions be,given the representatives to be sentby each city to the great council thatgathers during May in the state cap-itol, as at that time it is the desire
to settle the matter for good.
The Paducah. lodge sometime since
named a committee to bring in a re-
port on the .question, and last night
this committee recommended that rhe
fourth Friday night in next month's
meeting be held and every member
be present so all could have a voicein the matter, • discussing the home
project from its vanous phases. A
vote will then be taken as to whether
the Paducah delegate shall favor -Air
oppose the institution when it coine:
up before the Frankfort session._
From expressions already hard ifois
more than probable this city faviSVE
the idea.
The night of the prolonged discus
sion a smoker will be given, refresh-
ments served and a pleasant gather-ing had.
Mr. George Ingram, captain of the
degree team for the Paducah lodge,is having the paraphernalia of the or-der overhauled and put in first-class
condition, tens 'having been left tohim by the lodge. It was damag dduring the fire which several months
ago visited the building that has the
lodgercknn on the third floor.
At city in the eastern part of the
state has already offered the great
council a building and grounds free,for the home, and probabilities areit will be accepted, but if not Padu-
cah will put in a bid for the home.
MI E. COLLEGE
COMMITTEEMEN HAVE HELD
SEVERAL MEETINGS '
RECENTLY
Have Nothing Whatever for Public
But Would Like to Let "Cat
Out, of Bag."
Several meetings have been heldduring the past few days by the corn
mittee. f Paducahans having in handi.the . ,,,,.:. locating here the big
Met it •c; 0 g•e, but the parties in
charge have nothing yet for the pub-lic although things are moving along
"swimmingly."
One of the main workers yesterday
said that he wished he could give out
to the community the knowledge
possessed by the committee, it was
so encouraging and would so quick-ly alleviate the, dubiousness of some,but that they cook) not yet say any-thing at all, and could not tell whenthey would be in a position to do so.
The committeemen are all smilesin talking of the mammoth proposi-tion and one yesterday said that be-fore many week e they will be in aposition to let the public know whathas been accomplished, and then all
will. realize that much has been gin on within the secrecy of their
comnrittee circle looking towardslanding the institution for this city.
Word from different parts of ilhe
state are that other cities are labor-ing hard for the college, but it is tohe hoped that this place will he suc-
Clicks of Roils.
The engine and one coach dam-
aged at the Chapmansville, Tenn.,
wreck on tre Nafrhville division ofthe I. C. last Stmelay, have beanbrought here for repairs in the local'shops,. They are badly tord up. „,
, The local. officials believe that"
about the first of next month orders
will be receifed from Chitago to
work longer hours in the shops hereon account of the approaching springCausing the days to lengthen out
4
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4
3
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ATCH CRADLE
The I. C. officials are watching
'the, incline at the foot of Campbell
street, on the north side of town, asitlj a fell of a few more feet in the
hio river the track under the wa-
ter at teh edge of the cradle willhave to be repaired so rue cradle canbe let further down same.. as the
stream falls.
When the engine and box cars gotloose on the incline last fall and
crashed down over the end of the
cradle into the river, they smashedihe network of trackage .down be
neatihi the water to which the cradle
elms'. The,arack has never been re
paired because the river has not got
ten :fitw enough far le cradle to h•
'd10 own that far again on the 'free BROOK It ILL ailiallilli
L
bank, but the stage chime a • \ i migniewillisep
C
"
.7.
The °modest Oppulasity
Ever Offered!
•
; %l. -is'
1.2702 '
mei •'cod le 43.1.
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vr u_A . e have decided to triscasino the iltiarttail sale of Furniture I P 111114.71r
vote our entire energise to sur
and will close out our entire datibill114-116-207413 South Tliimil
at COST. This is a bossafiga ambasioimmense stock of Furniture AT MT.
It is going to be sold at asam.greatest opportunity ever offend Pah.
cah housekeepers to furnish sp. Ewa"-
erything marked in plain Noma Como
early and avoid the rush. Term of adsCASH. : : : : : ; t $
II tommelpftwass. 41111111141111111
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Lender Op Lytionq
309 Broadway, Poilli4646, Ky. .
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ARRAN L WEIL & CO.
e" A' • •5 ap•
TOUR !JUROR FREE.
Teo Courist-Jeureal to "•..lre Nine-
ties taws. Wv••tew Abroad As
Its Onests.
The Cir*'*e•joefreal is conducting
,5scaserst7 contest th:.1 csinecs Ane-nt( Ow Wed ever prornn:ed in
SISsesef firierly, the t: uric.
josiriesi isroso,44.111 to tale on .• sevc•
isreeks
 
i se' at ninetc en youn,
eisciews from .Kentichy and South.:ri,
Isogiiso- f.,,m the
iv I' 'testy leaves 1.0eisvi, July
se, 00.1.1 es returns to -The Old Ken-
bp Ifo, Aii.ss 'au. To give
%1 a thaw. ev-e Cotrier.iourne. has
-vele 343 K y and
linidlier7 Indiana into eighteen dis-
tends, as.' the r- -*. popit'ar young
wrap.* from (set ,listr:ct is : ) be the
.or to weaker the tour. The nine-
p'oung woman is to be scIected
In sisiether it ay. Readers of the
CusrscrlAsirtis' a-c to schst the
ipapere few 0.. p-ner. by ballot. It is
milleimaied dist the trip alone will
east the Conrier.journal about $T5,-
Mei tie say nothing f incidental and
odor ass essary e prise 4. Th.:re may
In a rising frogman from this section
•41010is a reedidste for this tour.
Illares die (-eerier- J ()venal.; Louisville,
Ky. for a list of canciniVoes and fall
of the tow.
SUESOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
Special Excursion Rates.
On I • +suety aotit t906. the Illinois
Careirel Raslrosd company, will sell
Oishats M stresurly low home seek-
astaf encersion rates from Paesitrah to
earseisti poises to ilisso-sippi, Louis-
soma. ilisnien, Kansas. Missiotiri, In-
dira Teerieney Texas. Nebraska.
Ike* sod South Dakota and to
salter lievitney in the West and
Swaslk whets iced for al days to
foam sad (sir stop-orers on the go-
-sir,
--
OussWay Colonists.
Ikss use saint date, one-way etc-
wed' daps tickets will be sold at re-
does. rases 10 eignslar territory, and
So Illusuana, Valk Washington and
thrupsei. elm Is San Francisco. Los
Swiyht• and SW Diego, Cal. and to
Poreenitt and Phoenix, Aria.
P.wteriter information apply to,
1. T. nonovsN.
' Agent.,Padsicah. Ky.
G C WARVIrLI),
T A. Union Depot.
Ovas At Now °TIMMS.
Fee Ole above occasion, the Illinois
Coelesi Radroed company will sell
Inlets flow Paducah to New ,Or-
sod rtmos, at $1 05 for the
rustouStro, tickets to he sold Feb.
fairy sid,„ to *h. incIngive, and
1. goad •stwrwirafg until March 3rd., with
POP011as! of eateetien until Mnrch
S. by depositiag ticket and upon
air gopenteit 1 11 so cent* additional.
File feeder inferneetion appie- to,
) T UIOINOV N
Agent. Paducah, K
C WARMED.
T. A. Untoo t,ot.
Low lists w Ladosills.
Os serowere of the meeting of the
sisisse. me no of Serie rint en denct -Na -
‘ssociation at Lou.
• *soak she inino 0. Central Railroad
eueognuir mitt ,411 ticket-February
ass* seal shell from Padiwah at
ip, good re-
C.'
apply to
gent,
ah, Ky.
L ELI). T. A.,
, Union Depot.
Lew Sew to Natirrills.
' eitesonet of the Student Volun-
tees Albseuudet of Foreign Missions,
su Mows Caseval Railroad will sell
fists P.'s, raderalt to Na.liville
mem as February 260, 27th
at $4.n far the round trip,
ressesisql dISE Ildarnh toth•
• ter heneo=1111110rs apply to
T AR, Agent,
Mittel% 3(y.
ARFIELI), T. A.,
• Vision Depot.
AN ANCIENT INDIAN JAR.
Zero Specimen of Crockery Recently
Discovered in the State of
New York.
• .
R. Horrscl. t, of Fonda, N. Y., while
stalking dee: during the last hunting
season at. the Little Falls of the upper
waters of the Sacondaga, near Lake
Plseco, ea,ugl.t in a heavy downpoul
of rain, was obliged to seek shelter
from the stor:n under the ledges of the
Little Falls. While sitting there his
attention was attracted to what seemed
to be a roune, brown boulder partly
covered with moss. Carelessly strik-
ing it it gave 1 orth a hollow sound. Hit
curiosity being excited, he dug away
the earth with his hunting knife and
soon laid bare a symmetrically formed
earthen jars
The jar stands ten inches high. Al
Its largest circumference it measures
20 inches, and et its smallest 20 inches,
The circumfertece of the top or mouth
of the jar is 24 inches
The vessel on the inside bears signs
of use, but the outside shows no trace
of fire, as is t: ,1 in Indian jars. The
bottom is rot t 1. The ornamenta-
tion around .... tett is of the usual
style of the Mohuwk pottery—that is,
a series of straight and diagonal linea
Thy jar sten bears the moss that had
gathered on the roended bottom that
was exposed above the earth.
The jar is a well preserved specimen
of Mohawk pottery, and is rare on ac-
count or the shape of the top. which it
cut in three curves, forming three
points, which gh e it a triangular ap-
pearance.
It is a singular fact that the three
largest specimens of Indian pottery
now In the valley were found in the
en-e region of the foothills of the
„trondacks—the Richmond jar, the
: Anson jar and the Horracke jar.
The Horracks jar is In the Possessior
of W. Max Reid for the present and 11
an Interesting study. It is not as large
as the Hanson jar, but to those inter
ested in the life and affairs of the
"ariginal Americans" is of equal value
is try bossing and cook
pee two-horse load
Yd. 442. E. E.
d• Third street
OLD-TIME RUSSIAN REPUBLIC
-- ---
Genuine Republicanism One:tined with
Everyone on Equal
Footing.
It is not generally known that the
revelutionists, bent on making Russia
a republic, are grounding their belief
thee the Muscovites will accept this
form of government on the fact that
at one time there were a number of
republics in the present absolute em-
pire. Chief among them, says the Cou-
rier-Journal, was the republic of Nov-
gorod, embracing the immense territory
from the White sea and Dvina to the
Volga and the Sea of Peipus. Other
republics were the states of Pskoff,
Vjatka and others. They lost their in-
dependence at the end of the fifteenth
century to the grand duke of Moscow.
in these Russian republics of old
real republicanism obtained, according
to the propaganda literature of the
revolutionists, now scattered broadcast
over Russia. The poorest citizen had
as much voice in the government as
the richest, absolute majority at the
polls decided all questions of interior
and foreign affairs. When an official
was accused of wrongdoing all the cit-
izens sat, in judgment on him and de-
cided by their votes whether he should
be retained or should lose his officia2
bead. The minority had to submit to
the majority In all things, and the
president or print*, as he was called.
elected for several years, held office
only with the proviso that he could be
dismissed at a moment's notice if he
misbehaved. Even the church author-
ities and the priests were elected by
impulse vote, and all hod to submit to
dictation from the polls.
WORRY OF LEARNED MEN.
The Electoral Hypothesis a Source
of X h Concern to
Electricians.
It apparently meters much to the
professors what matter is. Prof
Wind, of the University of Utrecht, ex-
pounds the electern theory, which may
mean revolutions. It is pointed out
that if by pr.ogreq- of exeeriment and
theory the electern hypothesis in its
ultimate form should continue to gain
ground, if it finally should. prove un-
avoidable to accept the view that mat-
ter consists entirely of electrons, mass
and mosnentem would cease to be
what they now are in our ideas, quan
titles strictly invariable. The predi-
lection and confidence with which set
ence has for centuries aimed at a de
scription of the physical universe in
term' only of matter and motion were
based chiefly, though half unconscious-
ly, on the idea of mass and momentum
being invariable, images or pictures of
invariable elements of reality itself.
This tdaa. says the Chicago Tribune,
fundamental to our whole mechanical
conception of nature, would'shrink into
an illusion in the light of the new
theory. A great advantage would be
that whereas it now seems almost
hopeless to involve electro-magnetic
phenomena in a description in' terms
only of matter and motion, the unity
desired in our picture- of the physical
world would then be secured by putting
it in terms of electeriks and motion.
How She Came.
She had just arrived from a journey.
On the seat by her and on the one in
front had been two nice-looking men
with whom she would not have ote
meted to conversing from sheer weari-
ness. But they had somehow failed
to avail themselves of their opportuni-
ty to talk with a pretty girl.
"Did yok peme by easy stagestr  
quired a friend.
Recalling the two silent fellow Top,
agera, she replied with a shrug:
"No, by slow colicheel"—N. 0.
rime,- Democrat.
CCMPLEXION AND TRAVEL
How One's Beauty and Temper Can
Be Maintained in Spite of the
Dust and Dirt.
Even more important than a knowl-
edge of how to appear well groomed
when at home is the understanding of
how to make the best of oneself when
traveling. It is at such a time as this
that even more eye than usual is nec-
etasare, for what with dtist and grime
and perspiration the average woman
soon loses all claims to beauty. Lack
of proper sleep is also often added to
the already long list of discomforts,
and so, unless my lady is really very
clever, she is apt to discover that she
resembles nothing even approaching
good looks when she alights from the
train to greet her loving though criti-
cal friends.
Much of the mortification attendant
upon such a condition could be avoided
by the expenditure of just a little ex-
tra effort. For instance, a small case
should be included in the list of neces-
sities, and this should contain six or
eight wide-. outhed bottles in which
the creams, powder and lotions may
be carried. If the journey is to be a
long one, the lotions may be carried in
a concentrated form and used by add-
ing an extra amount of water on the
train.
Of course it goes without saying thee
the wise woman of to-day is sufficiently
Informed to avoid the use of soap and
water entirely for the purpose of clean-
ing her face at such times. True,
grime and tiny bits of coal and cin-
ders will fly about and imbed them-
selves in the skin in the most delib-
erate and tantalizing fashion, and vette
-ally the first impulse of the afflicted
one is to vanish in the direction of
the lavatory for the purpose of remov-
ing thew) disfiguring additions. Un-
fortunately, however, the use of so
much scrubbing and rubbing only
serves to irritate the skin, makes the
Cace tender and thus renders it imIxes-
lible to keep the complexion in any-
thing like a pleasing condition.
The use of the lettuce cream for
sleansing has been so often described
that it will not be necessary to repeet
the description, but there are other
methods with which the readers are
IOC so familiar, and one of these is in
the use of pure almond meal mixed
vith a simple solution, the formula for
ehich has often appeared before. This
eenedy is made by adding to six ounces
7i rose water the juice of one lemon,
ore dram of borax, and one-half dram
if glycerin. A few drops of tincture of
tnazoin may also be added if desired.
It is employed by mixing it with the
eseiond meal into a thin paste, and
then spreading it carefully over the
'reef and neck and allowing it to remain
'or a few moments. This can easily
be arranged even when traveling by
first of all cleansing the face with the
tettuce cream and then applying the
paste, and allowing it to remain while
the greater part of the tenet is being
sompleted. This paste may then be
washed off carefully, a good powder
lusted on, and the skin will look as
refreshed and improved as though a
sood masseuse had been expending en
!orbs upon it.
For those who have not the patience
experiment with the paste and who
Persist in frequent ablutions, the al-
mond meal itself, sprinkled in the Wa-
rr, will be found to be excellent in
place of soap.
BAMBOO FERN STAND.
It Is Easily Constructed and Makes
an Attractive Rustic Ornament
for the House.
This is an . qasily-esnitructed stand
bat costs but vein, little. It may be
made either of bamboe or rustle
franches. The bamboo can be bought
it almost any oil and color dealer's,
and at most furnishing warehouses
Three lengths of suitable height are
CAN 131; MADE AT HOME.
required, and two circular pieces or
sood. Holes must be -burnt in the
bamboo, then long brass strews ate
paced into the holes and screwed into
the wood. The wood should be stained
ar painted, and the edge, if liked, may
be finished with fancy gimp, fixed on
by tacks.
When Gentleman Precedes.
At the theater the gentleman pre
cedes the lady and stands at the en-
trance to their seats to allow her to
pass in first. The same at church. The
gentlemen takes the lead also in lease
fug. He will assist the lady in putting
on her' wraps before be puts on his
)wn overcoat.
evnin large Mips.
The woman with the large hips
should have her long coat almost
straight under the arms, to flatten the
NOW ON
Our Special Book and
Sheet Music Sale!
Begins Feb. 15th and continues TWO WEEKS Better GET IN on
this for it is a GOOD THING.
Prices cut on ALL BOOKS, BIBLES and DICTFONARIES. Some
Extraordinary cuts on Popular Mu siv.
Harbour's Book Department.
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway nes:Office 385—Residence 1696
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSUR.ANCE
116 Fraternity Building
Office Phone, 484-A-4
Residence Phone, 323
For Vaults, Monuments and 0 eneral Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS I' IS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT. 1609 TRIMBLE ST.. PADUCAH, KY.
DON OILBLRTO
at his Optical Parlors has ti large d sapl y
of the
Victor Talking Machincs
prices ranging from $15 to $100.
The Victor for $22.00
IS A BEAUT. I AEMBER I AM THE FIRST MAN TO PUT
THE PRICES DO I ON RECORD. MY PRICES ARE:
7-inch, 35c 10-inch, 60c 12-inch, $1.00
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORDS, BRAND NEW FROM THE
FACTORY. MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCREASED SO 'RAP-
IDLY I HAVE HAD TO OPEN AN EXTRA PARLOR TO DIS-
PLAY THIS LINE.
I HANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPAIR BROKEN VICTOR
MACHINES. COME TO ME WITH YOUR TROUBLES WITH
YOUR MACHINES AND I WILL GIVE YOU ALL INFORMATION
HOW TO CLEAN AND FIX THEM. ALL IN FORMATION
ABOUT OUR MACHINES GRATIS,
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YOU DON'T BUY A
PIG IN A BAG—YOU HEAR EVERY ONE PLAYED AND IF
NOT SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN'T BUY.
I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTMENT OF NEEDLES—
THE VERY FINEST VICTOR'S AND OTHER MAKES, WHICH I
FURNISH TO MY CUSTOMMERS, GIVING THEM THE PROPTTS
ON MY NEEDLES.
MY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE PARLORS ARE OPEN
FROM a P. M. TO 9 P. M.
The Victor Talking Machine Man,
DON GILBERTO
606 S. Fourth St., Cor. Jackson PADUCAH, KY,
1 1st the Buffet s107 SOUTH FOURTH STREETW.C. Gray, Proprietor.
Paducah •
Steam Dye Works
If you went clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose lie South Third Street. I have
the nicest line c.f samples for tints
In the city. Suits made to order.
R. T. LICIHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
Will practice in all courts 4 Ken-
'ucky.
sif closo'
EXCURSION
St. Louis and Tennessee River lines*"
et company—the chwiest and bed 1.
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Romig
Trip to 1 ennessee riper
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, cordon
and rest; good service, g table,
good rooms, etc. Boats •e each
Wednesday and Saturday 5 p. in.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, agsnt.
Dr. B. B. Griffith
phones aso at residenc. Office hours
7 to a. m.; to 3 p. m.. 7 to 9 p. niS
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phone a88 at the office, both
a.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone zees
Residence, Sze Broadway.
Phone 149.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Rod
FLOU RN 0 & REED
LAWYERS .*
Rooms to, it and 12. Columbia Dide,
PADUCAK, KT.
Dr. B. T. Hair
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, is.
..—
Nort hFiith, Both Phone 355.
Residence mar Clay, Old Phone
0. D. Schmidt•
Architect and Superintendent
soz Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Mons p.
Paducah, Keniudcy.
 S.
E. H. FoURYEAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW:
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Budding.
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone 49o.
SPECIALTIES.
AL trac:ing of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Ratite Law.
 ef
A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST—
,
Truehart building
' OLIVER, OLIVER & liff'GRE00
 
'Woe
FINE OLD WINE: AND WHISKIES.
Everything seasonable in "••••• • ••-`0- lis• served en order'
noonday livr+ch for 7e eern
4.1.411.
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for . _ Office
rtaffittne----viergIntlitire- and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones It
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
LAWYERS.
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear break
Marshall County; Paducah, Er.
Room ire Fraternity Building- I
New Phone wt. 0441 Phone sot
11.1. Hessig. M. D.
Residence,
Eighth and Jackson Streets,
Telephone 27o.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
ISO NORTH FIFTH STREET
_ Both Phcnies 355
Office hours 8 to TO a. in., t
p. en. and 7 to 9 p.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY; -
Attorney-at
-Law,
Room No. 5, Columbia Bull
s
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C.
•dent of the Fore River shipyards, con-ceived the idea of operating the doorsby electricity'. An electric system wasthen developed and has been installed(.4 16 of the newest ships. But stilltbdre were defects. The floors weretoo delicate and intricate, many navalofficers thought. The scheme must bemade simple, and. If possible, lighter.The tureen of construction and re-pair imposed most severe tests foro• fie new system of automatic doors.The tests of the new plan have justbeen cOmpleted, and It is believed that,the two new vessels will, accordingly,be the safest warships afloat.
This is but one of the numerous im-provements which will go on the newships. Safety, safety of the ship andof the men in her, Is a primary re-quirements. Besides, the "long-arm'letkhead doors, always under perfect0 carol by means of electricity. greatersliety Is the inspiration of dozens of
einenui that are going into our
new warships. One of these improve-
ments is a sprinkling device for the
magaincs; another is an electrical de-
vice for controlling the firing of tbeboilers.
Quite the most ingenious of mine.?inegovements is the portable steeringepAntus lately patented, especiallyieruse aboard warships. Cripple tbe
saving apapratus and the ship is atthew mercy of the elements or humanenemies This portable steering ap-i,aratus, It is claimed, will make opossible to direct the ship from any
me of half & dozen station. hy means
of electrical connettlora there located
and all communicating with the steer-ing room, the most carefully protect-ed pert of a warship. The near futureis likely to see the warship witharmored smokestacks and better pro-
• ectien than the conning tower newtrowels for the commander of war yes
sets in action.
At the moment the never-ending
mpetition between shell and armor
slightly in favor of the shell, at due to the new explosive, dunnite,
secret of which Las been obtained?Nur government from the inventor
eurolnes probable will mark the nexttep in warship prcaulsion.
Theis are only the most striking of
▪ w appliances and device. and lm-
vents aboard the twentieth cen-atevwitrship. There are others, such
more perfect range flatters, better
le arrangements for handling ammune
ion and improved aecommodations for
e comfort of the blue jacket in peace,d his care when lejered in war.
er and more numerous hospital "ta-
ns are provided for in the newips now being planned. Veritably,
Ø. is no end to the demand', made
mithe naval designer.
Danger Signal.
Red is the signal for danger every-here. Even in the far-away society
ands, the natives are bound to rush
the rescue when the red signal light
seen. These islanders prodnee thetight by burning a dried seaweed. which
yes forth a bright cherry red.
5
UNSINKABLE SHIPS
NEW AND INGENIOUS cownerv.
ANCES ON IRONCLA.DS.
I
Electrical Automatic Doors Kept Com-partments Water-Tight—Na-
val Problems Being
Solved.
ilitsWhat happens to e, battleship whenhull is punctured? It usually sinks.When H. M. S. Camperdown plungedInto the Victoria ten years ago, (hilatter went down and 500 lives werelost. How to prevent such disas-ters has been a problem ever beforeadmiralty departments, states the NewOrleans Times
-Democrat That navakarchitects hadn't solved it was madedear In the recent war between Russiawad Japan. When either a Russianlog a Japanese vessel was struck belowJibs water line, to the bottom it went.(*instructors of the United StatesMay believe Uncle Sam has nowlilitvad this problem. The bureau ofOplistruction and repair has been work-Zsaway at it for a long time, butjust completed by the bureau in-dicate that the two new ships Mon-tana and North Carolina, now beingbuilt at Newport News, will come near-.at to being unsinkahle to an/ yowlever before launched. •
The setntioa of the problem is inthe perfeetion of a system of automatic'bulkhead dOors operating by else-tlicity, and permitting of closure intime of emergency by • single officeron the bridge of the ship. The de-vise has been named the long-arm"sYlletm, because the long arm of theelectric wires reach out to save the
ship.
A ship is divided into watertightcompartnieots with bulkhead doorspermitting intercourse between them.If the ship's hull is punctured, waterternshes in. If the doors are shut, onlythe cempartment nearest the puncturewill be flooded. The vessel will stillOat. When the Victoria was struckher dcors were open. The men wereego excited to close them. If thedoors of a ship are automaticallyclosed in time of need, the vessel isunsinkable. That's %fait the new plancornea about as near to securing ashuman ingenuity allows.
Hydraulic and pneumatic doors
RING THE CURSE OF SPAIN
Simple Band Is nown as "Mephis-to's" and Brings Misfortune
to Dynasty.
-
-
There ià always a distinction and asort of pride in possessing somethflugwhich no one elite has, even if thatsomethicg Is eeputed to be a dispenserof misfortune and history can showniat6the possessor is sure to get into
'rouble through it. Until very re-cently the Spanish royal family wasIn this unenviable position and thislasted from about the middle of thesixteenth century until' after the timeof the Spanish-American war.This unique but unfortunate posses-sion is nothing more or less than anInnocent-looking but rather wonder-ful ring, and bacause it is reputed tobe the carrier of ill luck it has beendubbed "Mephisto's ring." In appear-ance it is similar to an ordinary mar-riage band qj solid gold with the ex-ebption that It ts get with a large andperfect emerald, the center of whichhas been hollowed out and contansa ruby so cut as to fit exactly. Aroundthese at the ,edge of the emerald arealternately set pearls anciadIsmonde ofabout the size of pin heads.
Although this ring is said to bequite 
/alt 
snd to have a wonderfulhistory attrhed to it, niS one can befound in Spaisi who is willing to takeIt even as a gift, and this because itis universally known what "Mephisto'sring-
 means
Thie,,evil ornament came into Span-polisession at the time of the reignof Philip II., but how no one seemsto know. History tells that during thereign of this -monarch and those ofhis suoreesors, Philip TIT and PhilipIV., the country was slowly but surelyon the decline. This ring was In thepossession of all these kings. Fromthe reign of Philip IV. to that ofCharles IV the ring cannot be traced.but it then again springs into existem-c, and history tells of the di*astroue wars between Spainland during the time of the last-namedmonarch.
Next Philip's son, who a seended theSpanish throne as Ferdirand III., letaken prisoner by Napo'eon and theSpanish throne 1. given to the broth*,of the French emperrn Then comettoe Carnet rebellion ander Ferdinand'adaughter, leabelle II., and the banishment of Queen Christina; the war with
were tried by our ravy department, the Moors; the banishment of Queen
but they proved dangerous and im- Isabella in 1868; an* general scenes
practicable. Then Rear Admiral and of anarchy and bloodshed during the
Naval Constructor Bowles, now presl- years of 1873 and 1874, and finally thequarrels between Spain and her coloriles, which resulted in the disastrousSpanish-American war.
At the time of the commencement ofthe recent war between Spain and theUnited States this ring was presentedby the Spanish royal family tochurch In the hope that having a re-ligtous institution as its owner its evileffects would be averted. This didnothing toward changing its Influence,for almost immediately after its recep-tion by the church this house of wor-ship was burned to the grotftifl. and:he ring was thereupon returned toits donor.
It was then given to a museum. but.:Ike the church, this was also destinedto recelee harm. for It was twice (athing raid never to happen) struck bylightning The ring was again re-turned to the Spanish royal family,where it remained for some time. Thelast defeat of the Spanish army andnavy is claimed to be due to this ringAt present no one will take the reeponsibility of the ownership of thisjewel, so It hae been placed in a strongbox and secretly buried.
Explosive Gems.
It is not uncommon for a diamondto explode soon after it retches thesurface; some have been known toburst in the pockets of the miners orwhen held in the warm hand, lull theloss is tbe greater because large stuneeare more liable to explode or fly .npieces than mall ones. Valuablestones have been destroyed in thinway, and it is whispered that cunningdealers are not averse to allowing re-sponaible clients tb handle or carry intheir warm pockets large crystalsfresh from the mine. By way of safe-guard against explosion some ,dealersimbed large diamonds in raw potatoto insure safe transit to England.—London Chronicle.
'Eclipse in Malta.
An engineer who viewed the recenteclipse of the sun from his station inMalta thus deperibes the effect of thedarkness on the inhabitants of that is-land: "The Maltese nearly went madwith fright, thinking the world wascoming to an end. All the people ofthe village where I am living ran intothe church, while some rang thechurch bells and some even fired offlarge squibs, (something of the fire-works tribe, I mean), but it was allover in about a quarter of an howand then the Maltese left the churchand made their way back to theirhouses, still looking very muchscared."
Called Kis Bluff,
Miss Cutting—I have often wonderedwhy you have never dabbled In litera-ture, Mr. Glibb.
Mr. Glibb--,Ah, yod flatter me, MissCutting.
"Not at all!" said she "If 1 couldspin off fairy tales as easily as youcan. I should certainly try to putthem into book form!"-Detroit FreePress.
•
. flatsiliftSZ-- 421-.1-11B--1"1""
---- — — "Wet" sild the optimist, "there arecurious Rottman Ian Christmas at 'Mist two senators who won't do anyels the "blessing of the river.-
 grafting this session?'aloe is held .on the bank of the 
'Oh, I don't know," growled the
Dube, and a small wooden cross confirmed pcselmist. '"they'll both
own La through a hote In the ice make a pretty gool rake-off on their
.:Ittc scramble' fol.-',1k it to recOv't mileage,"--Chlengo Sen.C.
FEMININE WOMAN
uotice," observed the square-!awed, pug-nosed man, whn didn't lookas if he'd know the difference betweeathe higher and nobler and a load ofsteam coal—"I notice that the baekadvertising ends of sonic of the maga-/Jaen publish a testimonial as to themerits of a certain brand of unscent-ed toilet soap, written by one of theshort
-haired ladies who has been do-ing her little bit during the past halfcentury or so toward obtaimug thetranchise for women.
"The picture of the woman whotikes the unscented soap is run withthe ad, and her testimonial is surelyt heap fulsome and gushy for a pure-ly voluntary contribution.
"In the course of her remarks inthe testimonial she says this: 'I ab-hor a perfumed woman:
"I'm going to take, with your kindpermission, ajeliort-tursa biff at thatremark of hers about the perfumed
*omen.
"I'm a regular bug over a well-per-fumed women,,
"To me a perfumed woman is thereal thing in femininity.
"The daintily perfumed woman, who,
when she swishes past you, has some-thing about her that makes you vague-ly recall the old' honeysuckle-covere1torch that. you knew a quarter of aecntury ago—she's the one for min,She carries with her the suggestion orAspliodellan meadows and starlit dells,the coot aroma of cornfields at dusk.She swirls by you and leaves inyour heart a little chiming back to thewild roses that you picked on your
way to the oil crick bere you wet.:in swImmin'.
-When the daintily perfumed wo-
man frou-frous In or out of your office;ou sort o' nit back to those old
mornings et your kidhood when theJust-awakelied dawn smelt • so sweet
after you'd turned out early to rheathe kindling wood for the kitchen tire
"$he's feminine, the weil-perfumeJ
eoman; that's all.
"I want 'em feminine all the weiihroueh for mihe.
"Like 'em to wear ansenitary clothsand things. I never gave two looks eta woman wearing these so-called com-mon-sense clothes and shoes and sae,.gear, and I never met uny other malthat did. I want 'em to wear just ashigh heels as ever they blame pleaseto wear, and the tighter and straighter.front their corsets, why, the better it
suits me. The starless woman lookslike a combination of an Ellis Islandimmigrant and a fat lady oat of aRuben' picture to me. and the womatt
with fiat-heeled shoes of the so-called
common-sense kind looks to me as if
she ought to be a policeman, or carry-ing the hod, or something like that.
"Me for the wontanny woman.
"Gimme a lyre, or a harp, or a fieitelhorn. or a kasoo, or any old thing,that may sikg the glories and thepraises of the purely feminine woman!
"She was here in the world's earivdawn, and she's going to be right here
alongside of us, I hope, when we'rehaving $1.39 round-trip excursions to
Mars!
"I never could see the woman who
wears men's hob-nailed shoes, and sus-penders, and such like, and who flags
scented soaps and perfumes and things
of that kind because she conalders 'enstoo womanish.
"All of the adorahleness of women
consists in their femininity.
"It's because every once in a while
she gets her household work done
early so she can 'go upstairs and have
a good cry:' it's because she macerate'
us into pulp with her 'because;' It's be-
cause she admits our premises and de-
nies our a:Inclusions; it's because shellpucker her lips for baby talk when she
sees an infant .1 block away; it's be-
MUIR,
 
she loves roses, and lacey thing
and two dollars-a-pound candy; it, be-
cease she gives us the reproachful eye
only when we ought to be sewed up in
• blanke. and clubbed to the verge of
the othr r world; it's because she'll dig
end delve and scrape and scrap for herbr'eand and her little ones until icy
stalactites hang from the roof of Tar-
tarus; it's because she dabs at her eyes
with • little wad of a handkerchief un-
til her nose is red when she sees hu-
man suffering—it's just because she's
feminine, pal, and a hull, big heap bet-
ter from every point of view than we
are just because she is feminine, that
she has us on the dead lope, and plum
loco over her, ever since the days of
the shepherd king of Egypt!
"If they want to perfume themselves,
let 'em. I, for one, like 'em perfumed
Let 'em do any of the old feminine
things that they want to do. They're
pretty nigh always right. taking 'em en
manse, and they don't make half as
many .nistakes as we men do.
"fave me a lute, that I may chant of
thr physical, mental, moral and spirit-
ual loveliness of the perfumed. who is
the typically feminine' woman! Here's
hopin' that she'll be with us till tha
end of the world and afterward!
That's me!"—Wallington Star.
Large Group of Sun Spots.
The officiaht at the naval observa-
tory announee that •, large group of
solar spots was observed with the
photoheliograph at that institution
The group ham advanced about twodays upon the disc of the sun visible
In this vicinity and Is located in southlatitude. The group can be seen by
the naked eye, nut with a telescope ;t
Is resolved tato a mass of small moots,
closely grouped together. This 'is thelargest sun spot v4blg1nc&.-.iaMEtirrna.
Feared the Worst
The Parson—Why are you down-cast? Does not the futute look blightto you?
The Dying Man—Tsp. Blasingl—Cleveland Leader.
‘111101111111•11116.611111MiLmaillIMf Troubles of the Rich.Oil Magnate—Ah, my boy, • WSlionaire's position is a hard one.Skeptical Friend—In what way?Oil Magnate—If I hoard my wealtithey say I'm a skinflint, and if I givemy money away they say I am tryinato ease my guilty conscienoe.—TiteBits.
A Genius.
"Yes, I think my new son-in-law hasa genius for finance."
"Has he been making money onstocks?"
"No; but he's just got home after athree weeks' vacation, with $7-50 Incash."—Chicago Record-Herald.
Irresistible.
"I saw Grumby talking to you yeaterday. I thought you said he neverspoke to you any more?"
"He doesn't, usually, but he not4ce4I had a cold, and he couldn't resist thetemptation to tell me an unfailing rem-edy for 1t."--Cleveland Leader.
Natural Aptitude.
"What profession will your son fol.low r
"Haven't decided! If his hair is espedaily luturiant I'll advise him to beemusician. If his beard is particularlyheavy I'll tell him to be a physician."—Washington Star.
SECRETS.
•
She—They've been secretly engagedfor a year.
He—How do you know?
She—Why, she's tiOd almost every.body.—Chicago Journal.
The Modern Jack Horner.Little Jack HornerSat in the corner,
And Just why in
The corner be satIs quite easy to guess,I'm obliged to confess.
'Twas the only placeLefLin the fat.
—Judge.
A Call Loan.
The Inexperienced One ton A:!antleliner, second day out)—By George! Butthe sea certainly gives a fellow a greatappetite..
The Experienced One—Not gives, myboy—merely lends—Puck.
Reassured.
"You haven't married me just to spitssomebody, have you?" she asked, lookinganxiously up into his honest blue eyes
"No, dear," he absent-mindedly re-plied. "I took you for your moneyalone." -Record-Herald.
On Strike.
Jim—Say, Moike, is Pat out OSshtrike?
Mike—Yis. He struck fer more pay,thin he shtruck th' boss, thin he ahtruciaa cop, an' now he's shtrikin' shtone in UVpenitentiary.—Judge.
Why He Did It.
"He must think a lot of his horse."
"Why?"
"Because he named her after his wife."
"That horse is a confirmed kicker, andthe hardest horse to manage that he hasgot."—Houston Post.
Recrimination.
The Auto—I don't balk, or run away,or shy at harmless things in the road.Yah!
The Horse--And I don't break down.or explode, or turn turtle over bridges.Yahl —Chicago Sun.
All Is Revealed,
"Do you bel.eve it is true that haltthe world doesn't know how the otherhalf lives"
"No. They're building all the apart-ment houses with akt shafts now."—Cleveland Leader.
Fairly Rolled in It.
"Our office boy dropped into poetryyesterday."
"How was that?"
"The literary editor kicked him intothe waste basket!"—Cleveland Leader
The Kind She Wanted.Lady—Do you think this medicinewould-do my husband any good?Druggist—I'm sure of it, madam.Lady—Hum! What other kinds haveyou got?—Judge.
Poor Ground.
Reuben Hayseed—That's awful poorground in Deaoon Hardup's farm.
Roger Turn iptop—I should say so! Ota dry year you can't raise an umbrellaon it —Judge.
Mean Thin/0
Susie—Just think! Tom says thereIsn't a girl le town With a.. complexionttkrinthe.
Lucie—isn't be the knocker?
--Cleve-land Leader.
A Specious Pleader.
He--Kissing is a sure cure forfreckles.
She—I 'nave no freckles.
^ wt ncergrary: Ph in 0
- rt is a fine prieveatIva,—‘,3av
ourton. Post.
tO Sun.
.ase. 
.•
Poet with the Dough.Society Dame—Who is that Youngman who is go attentive to you now?Great Belle-,---He is a poet.Society Dame—Mercy on us! And doyou, the proud daughter of a hundredmillionaires, propose to throw youf-self away on a poor, miserable starve-ling of a poet?
Great Belle--Oh, he isn't that kindof a poet; he writes trade advertise-ments in verse.
Society Dame—My own. own daugh-ter, after all; ask him to dinner.—Tit-Bits.
OUT OF THE GITL-STIO.N.
Anxious Person—Would you run onan errand for me, little boy?James—Sorry, mum, but I'm a bit tin-der weight an' me football trainer hasrecommended easin' off fer a few days.
—Chicago News.
Pastoral.The farmer sows his cropAnd the good wife sews hls &mattes;The farmer darns the weatherAnd his good wife darns his hose.The farmer pitches in the hay;But shouid he cro.s her whim,His good wife lays *side her workAnd pitches irk.
—Judge.
e•••••••••••••••
A Suitable Snit.
Sharpe—Are yop going to dress upfor the carnival?
Mugging—Yes; I'm going as Charlesthe Second.
Sharpe—Charles the First wouldhave been a lot better for you.
Muggins—Why?
Sharpe—Because you'd need no head.
Let Bygones Be Bygones.
"Times have changed." said the mel-ancholy citizen. "Things are not whatthey t.sed to be."
"Well," answered the man who tapesthe world as he !Inds it, "what do foewant to do? Go back six or eigh:
months and tend the furnace and shov-el snow?"—Washington Star.
Queer Girl.
Tess—Hasn't she finished that love-story yet? e
Jess—No; she reads very carefullyand s:rupulouely, you know.
Tess—Does she?
Jess—Oh! awfully; why, she even
reads all the descriptions of sunsets sineall that.—Philadelphia Press.
Worse and More of It
"Gee, but I'm unlucky!"
"What's the trouble!"
"My wife drove me out of the housewith a club, and I don't dare to gcback."
"Too I :et "
"And how she's suing me for deser-tion."—Cleveland Leader.
Correct.
Teacher—What is a synonym?
Pupil—A word that has the samemeaning as another word.
Teacher—And why does our lan-guage possess synonyms?
Pupil—So you can use one when youdon't know how to spell the otherone 
—Cleveland Leader.
What They Miss.Flats—It is said that elephants aresubject to rheumatism.
Sharps—Well, they are spared onehorror of the disease anyway.
Flats—What is that.
Shares—They don't have to listen tcpeople who have a sure cure for it.—Chicago News.
Satisfied.
"Can't see why you're so smitten_,with her."
"Why, because she's so deucedlypretty."
"Beauty's only skin deep."
"Well, great Scott! I'm no cannibal.That's deep enough for me!"—Cleve-land Leader.
Cut Rates.
Dr Quackerly—You don't mean tosay that old Sawbones charged you$15 for amputating your arm?
The Victim—That's what he did. ,Dr. Quackerly—Why in the worlddidn't you send for me. I'd have cutboth your arms off for $10.—ChicagcNews.
Solved.
"Why did Mahammed go to themountain?"
"He thought he could get betterrates there than at the seashore"—Cleveland Leader.
His Modesty.
"Hayen't you got a good,-Iresest-twr
_corruptible man in your city whowould be an ornament to this office"
"Sure, but T don't want the office."
—licuston Post.
as••••.. —
Saved Him Trouble.
"Has Dubbie made up his mind to
• 'iry that widow?"
tip
_ goodie
RA'St .
To'
Florida
via
Souther. Railway
and
Queen & Crescent Route
"Olorida Lirnited"—Leaving Louls-eiNe at 8 a. tn: daily connects atDanvilde, Ky., with solid train ofPullman sleepers and vestibuled
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 a,
m. and St. Augustine to a. m. nextday, without change. Dining car
serves a:: meals en route.
"Florida .Special"--Leaving Louis-
ville 7:45 P. carries observation
sleeper daily except Sundaj, Louis-
ville to St. Augustine, without
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:5o P.m. and St. Augustine at to p. m.,
next day. From Danville this is
solid train of drawing room eleeperso
composite car, observation car, etc.,Dining car serves all meals en route.;Via the "Land of th; Sky"—Pull-
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:43p. m, daily, running through toKnoxville, where connection is madeat 9:35 a. m. with through sleeperto Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co-.lumbia and Savannah, arriving atJacksonville at 9 a. m. 
"It
V„Wuner Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May trst, are
now on sale at low rates.
Variable Tours
Going via Ashevil:e and "Land oithe Sky" and "Sapphire Country"and returnir;_, via Atlanta and Chat-tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land of the Sky." "Win-ter Homes." rather handsomely il-lustrated booklets, folders. rates -re,
address any agent of the Sot rnRailway or C. H. Hungerfo- ' D.P. A., Louisville, Ky., G r . en,A. G. P. A., St. Lotii,. W C.Rinearson, G. P. A., Q. & C.Route, Cincinnati, 0.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Illinois Centrdl R. R.
had of it•ert- ofthe 111111o:4 Central and conn. ctireglines or 1k,, addresirint_eialtsr_AL Anteesdersigvprt, 
'' 
-
-jos. Bigrt. D. P. A.. Cinc; •q•i.F.. W. 'Harlow. D. P. A., 1 -
-is-ville.
John A. Scott, A. G. I-. A.. /4 ensphis. '
A. H. TIANSON, r 
,("111 go 
•S. t: ITA r..
The Illinois Cenbnal maintains dou-ble daily service, and operates thebest of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf-fet
-Library Cars, Chair Cars.
 andSleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.Louis, Cincinnati and Louisvilleread for reaching the Winter Tour-ist resortt of the South, includingNew Orleans, Vicksburg,Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, LaMardi Gras at New Orleans Feb.27, 'o6. Gulfport is a Mexican gulfcoast resort having the new, fine
"Great Southern" Hotel. Regularocean steamship sailings from NewOrleans for Mexico, Central Ameri-ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.Send or. call for descriptive matterin regard to the.aboye.
Havana Via New Orleans,
Havana, Cuba, is best reached viathe Illinois Central through serviceto New Orleans and the new oceanliner, twin-setew, nineteen knot
S. S. Prince Arthurleaving New Orleans every Wednes-day at 4:oo p. m. and arriving atHavana at sunrise Friday morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.Daily Sleeping Car without changeChicago to Hot Springs, with con-nections at Memphis from 'Cincirnatiand Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" SleepingCar Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
south to New Orleans. The 'bestvia Nashville, Chattanooga and At-lanta.
Mexico, California.
Special Tours of Mexico and Cali-fornia via the Illinois Central andNew Orleans under the ausp;..es atRaymond & Whitcomb, will lei.veChicago Fridays, Feb. and and Feb.23rd, for Mexico and California, thelast to include a stop-over at :.ewOrleans for the March Gra,. Entiretrips made in special private vesti-bule trains of finest Pullmans. withdining car service. Fascinating tripscomplete in every detail.
Illinois Central Weekly Excur-
sions to California. Excursion carsthrough to Loa Argeles end SanFrancisco es follows: Via New '-)r-leans and the Southern Routes ev-ery Friday from Chicago; every Tutsday from rncinnati and
via Omaha aid the Scenic Route ev-ery Wedneday from Chicago.Full Particulira concerninv all ofthe abe
VOltikt‘
. '• •
311-67"
'of
A GUARANTEEme,  444,
Is attached to every
Prescription which
leave our store, that
It Is compottilded of
Pure Donis in strict
actoidacie with tile
demands. fthe Does
tor; and that it is
filled in every in-
stance by a
Registeredlliuggist
WITH A LIFE
TIME EXPERI-
ENCE.
S.
ASK THE DUCTbil
M' PHER SONS
ft r
tik';SATURDAY,
f:- FEBRUARY 17
lbs. Granulzt-f: Sugar for • •81•00
es-Iti Can Pure Hog Lard for ..2 25
to-lb pail Pure Heg Lard for .. 9sc
54b. pail Pure Hog Larl for  soc
Corn Meal, per pock isc
3 cakes Fancy Toilet Soap for  roc
24-Tb. bag Purity Parent Flour  7oc
an-lb. bag Ferndell Patent Flour.  75
3 lbs. good Roasted Coffee for —pc
3 lbs. good Green Rio Coffee for.soc
8 bars Swift eride Soap for . . 25C
lbs. Chopped Hominy for 25C
Grits for 25C
2 Cana Corn and on ran M. C.
Tomatoes  . 25C
8 ?be B E Peas sse
I., gal N. 0. Molasses and jug _six
A Bargain basket of Odds and Endc.
I/3-lb. can Huyier's or Baker's •
Cocoa for  
• 
20C
PERSONAL NOTES
,Mr. Polk- Ewing returned yester-
day to his bisme in Clarksville, Tenn.,
after visiting his uncle, Mr. L. T.
Talk.
Mr. Herbert Hoover left last night
"Forliclison, Tenn., on business.
Afes2T. M. Sisson and Miss Ber-
trice, Miller yesterday went to !dem-
phis, Teen., t ) see "Ben Hur."
IYO'hn Miller and wife, of Paducah,
are visitingMrs. Alice Freeman of
this place.---Princeton Chronicle.
Mrs. Pat Acridity 'has returned to
Mayfield after a two weeks visit to
Mrs. James P. Sleeth, of North Ninth
Street.
4114i. Louis I.evy today goes to,New
'York to buy goods for his store.
Mr. -Samuel Skinner yesterday re-
turned) from a Southern tour.
Ilis Addie Addie E. Glee and Mr.
Sttidier 'Dotson, of Calvert city,all coe'ity;, yesterday came
through here f•ir Metropolis where
.icy isfarried.
City Engince-.- L. A. Washington
yesterifey at noon 'left for a two
weeks ' visit to his father in Virginia.
Mr. Milton Sanchez bas gone to
New Orleans, La., for an indefinite
stay, being summoned there by the
dangerous illness of his mother.
Dr. David T. Stuart returned yes-
terday morning frthrt a trip to St.
Louis.
Miss Mary Throop, of Smiehlaiol,
has returned home after visiting lass
Peal Robertson. of Kentucky avenue.
• Mrs. E. A. Jlohneton and children,
'of •Mhyfield, !lave returned home
ufzer visiting here.
Mrs. William Hughes. of West
Ji•fferson, has returned from visiting
Ms. J. Muss Terry, of Logisville,
who accOmpanied the former back
here for a visit.
M. T. C. Baker. of Portland,
Oregon has returned home after visit-
ing here. - .
'Mrs. Glbert Presnell has returned
from vis'ting 'Mrs. R. B. Cowper, of
Mtayfield.
Mrs. George WI Lee has returned
from visiting Mrs Frank Brandstet-
ter. of Smithland.
.Misses Purdie and Gertie „McGuire
are risitin4 in Cuba, Graves county.
Misses Cherie and Adine Morton
yesterday returned from visiting Mrs.
G. H. Warnekin of Clarksville,
Tenn. -$ '
Rev. W. G -St-oisi, of Nashville,
I Tenn., is in the city.Miss Zelia Russell, of Athens Ga.,
is visiting 'We. Luke Russell.
Professor It F. Lyon ha.; returned
from St. Louis. '
'Miss Olga List has returned from
visiting the fosnily of Dr. J. T. Willis,
in Mietropplig., , •
General •Foressan F. W. Taylor, 4
the I. C. shops at Louisville, was here
yesterday.
%- lb. cake Huyler's or Baker's
Chocolate 15C
2 boxes Searchlight Matches for zoc
Peck Red Onions for ac
3 IO-C packages of A. & H. Sodaaoc
a lbs. Ginger Snaps for zsc
,s Mikhrier Herring for toe
3 Ms, best quality Mince Meat  asc
2 cakes Sapolio for sic
olaresh Bhreckled Cod Fish box ...sc
2 ZIA. Evaporated Peaches for  15C I
packages Maple Flake for
Country Smolugligiuns, per lb .isSic
Navel Oraotei ler doz. ic
3 3-lb. cant Table Peaches for  50C
3 cans 'twilit), Brand Asparagus 5oc
6 cans Caro common, for 25C
Fancy Wine Sap Apples, per pk 6oc
cl.V.E. It " •
NOTICE.
4 . t
/TO Kentucky Female Orphan school
Graduates.
graduates of the above mulled
$ ool are requested to send dame
and address to Principal K. F.'O. S..
„Airway. Ky.. that each mayreceivean
invitation to a house party to be
„ g4en abe Alumnae in May. Send
name whether ar not circumstances
'fawn attendance: 1
E1.1-A JOHNSON.
Prin. K. F. 0. S.
LOOK' AHEADmilin
When you buy rubber goods.
Seagp contain
•.
tynn*es
ca* golit!S reprettillirst but,1
the cheapest in the end. They - are
soft and plteble *Ong -and
HAVE NO SEAM TO COME UX-
GLSIED
1.0
V.#
R. W. lk dOL
114,_
Druggists,
- Bois
..4,FP and B'ws.
los. .
,
THE RIVERS
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo, 16.5; felling.
Chat talsessger-u . 6; falling.
Ann;p falling.
Evansville, 8.3; falling.
(Florence, 3.0; falling.
Johnsonville, 5.7; falling.
Louisville, 4-4; falling.
Mt. Caunel, 5.0; rising.
Nashville 9:2; falling.
Pittsburg, 1.8; fairies.
Oasis Island Dam, 4.1; falling.
St. Louis, 8.4; standing.
'-Mt. Vernon, 7.8; falling.
Paducah, 9.5; falling.
This afternoo nat 5 o'clock the
steamer Kentucky gets out for the
Tennessee river. She will come back
next Thursday night.
There gets otu for Cairo this morn
ing at 8 o'clock the steamer Dick
Fowler. She will come back to-
night about it.
The Joe Fowler went to Evans-
ville resterdav and comes back again
tomorrow to remain until Monday
morning before getting away again
for tlhat city.
The John S. Hopkins comes in to-
day from Evansville and leaves im-
mediately on her return for that city,
not to come back until Tuesday.
The Richardson today leaves Nash
yule and gets here tomorrow. She
then lays until Monday before get-
ting out for Clarksville.
The Peters Lee gets here totnor-
row bound for Cincinnati from Mem
phis, while the Stacker Lee goes
down tomorrow en route kom Cin-
cinnati to Memphis.
The Mary Michael is still •beinnie
in by the ice in the Messissippr neer
at Hickman. but Capt. Ed Woolfolk
yesterday? said he thought She ice in
Slut stream would be soft eno.ogb
tdday for tthe boat ti i venture out on
eeturn this way. Size is *re
*Itt l'it tow of logs to be Ur
, end when caught and forcelto
,bank by the ice last week all the
rew was brZnifIst home with the ex-
ception of the engineer and several
41%bers wbo 'stayed to look after -her.
.word front dears today ii that. it
safe (ocj her to leave the bank
Cap'. Wublfot4c will send his crew
dewn to tfring her here.
t OFfenrktta has arrived
else TebneMec. river with a tow
ties. • •
- Fklot j: 'de Stewart, who'has been
running o t of S. Louis, hhs abitid-
tined the river business and bought*
livery stab e at Charleston, Mb. He
is a brothe of Dr. Phil Stei. art,
^Iasi
DISFIGURING
SKIN HUMOR
Impossible to Get Employment, as
Face and Body Were Covered With
Itching Sores — Scratched Till
Flesh Was Raw—Spent Hun-.
dreds of Dollars on Doctors and
Hospitals and Grew Worse
CURED BY CUTICURA
IN FIVE WEEKS
"Since the year 1894 I have been
troubled with a very bad ease of
eC201:126 which I have spent hundreds
of -dabs, sta
tal,
failed to
and it
NNW worse
au. Five
weeks my wife
bought a box of
Cuticurs Oint-
ment and one
cake of Culieura
: Soap, and I
*mad b3 gay dust I Namur ample
cured and we& f .
: "It was impoesliWforsAus to get
ezgoy.nent, as
Weral
my hazel,.scam1,,g7
stie
body andematell kips".. It itched
so I would ise•obieed to scratch it.
sad the flossis was raw.
"I would first *ash -110.. affected
g=.with warm tester sucl Outicuraand then spiffy Collette* Oint-
ment and let It remain on night, and
In the Morning I would nee OuUcura
Beep. I am Dow all trek which all
my friends can testily to, and I will be
pleased to recommend the Cuticura
Remedies to any and all performs who
wish a speedy and permanent cure of
skin diseases." Thomas M. Bensiter,
290 Prusct Street,
Mar. 30,1905. East sage, N. J.
Complete Ext•-rnid Tiorsimal tor Every
Buseor, train Pimple' Mem, 10 Aieof Cutursc=14..
to form of Vie. par vial
eta), In him! .5 .5 est arms cur.*
ate nom Poem Drug
• Ora. CarpSle Foos.
sw-mast FM. ./a Aiwa soop,seara.k.%
•
haui, and
it. The
top of
all the'
Amuse*
'down my
LOCAL NEWS
--The Paducah Traveling Men's
clob will bold a meeting this evening
at their rooms on Legal Row.
—Lee, the one-month-old child of
M. Louis -Hays, died. yesterday at
1361 South Sixth street, and was
buried yestaday af.ernoon at Oak
Grove.
—Quite a deal of business wa-
done in the retail district last even-
ing with the railroad trade.
—Dr. W. Pitidssr is able to be
out aites a weeks.ctsnnent caused
by 'pluiriTul INS* rresivetHirchwie a
—Mr. Ell Guthrie yesterday stated
that 'he expected to begin moving
about the first of next month from
his. present locatioe on Broadway,
across to where, tfhp - Juts dry goods
company has .beeir at:copying The
latter concern moves +down to the
IStoses Schwab building on Broadway
near Third.
—The Memphis. Tenn., papers say
there has been taken charge of there
one J. E. Tate, a demented school
teacher of Danville, Ill., whose diary
shows 'he was in Paducah February
7th.
—One week from next Monday
there -starts at Benton the circuit
court term, during which Walter Hol-
land, sheriff at Murray, will be tried
for killing Illardy Keys, newspaper
editor of there. Holland got five
year., at a former bearing, but was
granted a new trial.
MUCH BETTER. •
Mr John Porteous Improving at
Ashville, North Candle's.
... 
D A
amommindialle
The LIC Will Be On Tight!
Prepare for it by buying
a full quart) of bonded
Whisky of itte for
THIS PRICE IS FOR fteuo
SATURDAY ONLY! Vat
5.'
oh
All other Hit& MSS GOOdt n
AU 'OT ARK SECOND ST
East Side of Market, House. Telephone 283.
ENCLERT
BRYANTSII
ECIALSI/0
POPULAR WANTS
FOR RENT—Six-room cottage,
No. 1623 Broadway. Apply at Reg-
ister office.
Fancy Open Kettle ,New •
Molasses, per gallosi
4 lbs. Soda. Crackers for .115C
• packages Saratoga '
3 packages Grabens Crackers ,. ..ssc
3 packages Vanilla Waders tOo ..sse
3 packages. Norbert Wafers 'be.
pkgs Torn Thumb Mover Snaps toe
a ban Wool Soap for sc
to bars Town Talk Soap for esc
3 bars Armour Tar Soap for toe
8-0s. Bottle Lemon 'Detract for  toe
2 pkgs Armour's Wash Powder ...sc
Fancy Kit of Mackerel for ;ger
• lbs. Cod Flair tor
3 cone Pie Pouches for 
Fancy California Need= for . zee
6 lbs. Michigan Navy Deems for...
Fancy Asparsgus Tips for 
3 cans Bar•set Pears for sit
4 cans amain& Cern for ' ac
Reindeer Green Beans for roc
Fancy Michigan Potatoes, peck  15QC
3 Cans Silos= for .sse
Fancy Naves Oranges, per doz. ..tsc
Extra Fancy Bananas, per dos. /114C
Baldwin Apples, per peck ..1 Soc
;Fresh Country Eggs, per dos. . _Ise
Word from Mr. John Porteotts, at
Aghville, North Carolina, is that he
is much insproved and will be ablti.to
return home in about six weeks. tie
'has been suffering from, stomach
trouble for many months and went to
that health resort for benefit of the
attack, from which he is gradeiMl
recovering. This will be pleasant
news to his many friends here.
ENGLERT
tbIBR.YANT
FOR RENT—One furnished room
in Eatke Hnutri. Sixth and Broad -
Veil% Apply at secretary* office in
building.
Mess Lula Scott, ot , said
iti posses most vaable ece 'of
jewelry in Lyon county. re a diam-
ond, ring valved at $375.
Representative Ray's ibel to stop
Sunday excursions on the railtoads
has been kil'ed, and the Senday ex-
cursions will continue as ustal.
FOR RENT—Two five room cot-
tages on Ohio between 5th and 6th.
Apply old 'phoire /351.
'& KENTUCKY
ribrillon* SOL
To-Night
And Balance of week.
MATINEE SATURDAY.
PADUCAMI FAVORITX11
MR.
Frank Oudier
sad
WANTED—Yogeng man between el as isperlative Artistes
15 and years-for office work.
Address own handwriting. P.. care Trasseakag
Register. i An entire new line of playa.
•••-1.--•••••••""•09,--
FOR 'RENT—Three rooms for SI •
and two furnished rooms completes Niels-Class Vaudeville Sp•Cialle111.
for light housekeeping for $12. Apply Illueteated same and motion pictures
1346 Broadway. Solid canoed special scenery.
WANTED--Run-about buggy, in
good repair and cheap. Address
littg*Y." this- office. „F
Il'IT.OST or Stolen—Gold and pearl
.sandled silk umbrella. Finder re-
turn to Register office and be rt
warded. Word. "Marble" engraved.
on handle.
FOR RENT—One room for office
cf rooming mute Coulsoh's. Steam
heat and bath. Apply to I. D. Wil-
cox.
WANTED—Fer U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of the
United States, of good character and
temperate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting offices, New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
i (Mrs. W. J. Hills, Misses Belle
I Cave, Sagan Wetherall, Blanche.
iHelen- and Grace Hills, of here and
Mks, Irvin McArthur and Miffs Leone
Kesseit, of Michigan, yesterday west
I to Memphis Tenn., to witness the
t Ben nor performance.
Thula* 'Moe Lynn."
PRTCES: Metinett, children met
,/rdbfbe sec Men, to, so mad sea.
!Oar Swat 32c_ . 6
 •
J. R. HICKDRICX. J. G. mamas
WM. MARBLY..
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
*bens z, a and 3 Register Bail&
s33 ze Broadway.
Practice in all the courts ef tike
stmts. Both plumes p.
Dr. Sidney Smith!
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Ting
Co., 3o6 Broadway.
II
Foot of W
OHIO
Street.
WAT[11 COAL LUMP I3C BUSHELN T 12C BUSHEL •
eSt
DELIVERY. 1101HI riOPLIES 254
Incorporated.
°al O.
.4,1' •
